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PURI'OSE OF cIUDY
The purpose of this atudy ic to enelyze pjnglish
textbooks ill current use on the Junior ??nd senior High
chool f;rr(iB levels, for content ciPteriel on the subject
of orr-l recrll in the specific form of the clrBsroom
Orel report. i^xtent of mrterial end critical evaluetion
of such material es concerns the classroom report are the
chief considerntions of this peper.
ii

DEFINITIONS OF TERIIINOLOGY
The meaning of the word, recall, in this jjtudy,
is confined to the action of remembering meterieil read
silently by the pupil for the purpose of making a report.
The term, report, is used to further refine the
definition of recall as it applies to the specific func-
tion of using such recall orally in the classroom as a
i
I
report to others of the pupil »s research reading.
Oral liaiglish as a term will not be used in this
i
paper as synonomous with the tv/o terms oral recall and
oral report, except in general discussion. In present
literature, the use of the v/ords oral English seems in-
tended to cover all functions of oral English many of which
are not associated v.ith the more specialized activities of
recall and report. As previously defined, the word re-
port signifies a refinement of the activity of recall in
a specified classroom situation.
iii

1INTRODUCTION mD REVim OF RK^EAECH
It is generally reoo^;nlzed by educators thf t In
daily life, either in socinl or in business situtitions,
oral i^glish is in more frequent use thfin is the written
form of English. Ruth potter gives the proportions of
ninety per cent for oral usage and only ten per cent for
written iJnglish.^ Although within certain occupcitional
fields these proportions may vary, including some extremes,
it ti> accepted by many cuthorities that the oral forri. of
English far outweighs the fre .uency of use of the vTitten
form for the majority of the English speaking population.
Despite the generel agreement concerning the im-
portance of oral English, pupil training in the public
schools, particularly in the Junior and senior High Schools,
has placed emphasis upon the \.ritten composition and the
written report as the medium of expression, rather than
the oral form which is more commonly used epiirt from
school life*
1 potter, Ruth, coi^perison of orr^l Rec 11 with rltten Re-
call of Silent" Reading in the Middle Grades , Master's
Thesis, Boston University, 1928.
-1-

One may discover several reasons put forth by-
educators condoning this practice, soiae of ?/hlch are based
on satisfactory scholastic experience. Perhaps most in-
fluential of th33e explanations, althouch many educators
would not agree largely for personal reasons, is the com-
parative ease of directing and scoring v/ritton work, and
the obvious difficulty of training pupils in and in grading
all parts of an oral linglish program. Certainly conserva-
tion of school time, both on the pert of the teacher and
the pupil, is an iiuportant consideration and must be allowed
for v»'hen subject inclusion and methodology ere decided upon
in any school curriculum.
More important educationally is another reason
which has been promulgated, namely the contention that the
skill and accuracy of expression gcined through sxpurience
with the v^ritten medium of English composition will aid
the oral expression of the pupil. ivooompanying this type
of discussion on the part of educators it is also pointed
out that it is both simpler and quicker to train pupils in
grammar skills through the written rether than the oral
forms of jntJLlsh. The truth of this latter statement
cannot be denied entirely, but that the opposite may be
true is suggested by Clapp in his 1913 study which will be
t
quotod in a lator section of this paper.-'- Itirther study-
Is necessary before this controversy nay be satlsfectorily
concluded. Referrin^'r to the formor of the two reasons
for the eiiphasis on Instruction in oral jjn^rllsh which has
1
been mentioned In this per?^fa*aph, one may easily detect
i
the ffnllecy of the reFsoninr which presupposes that the
skills gained in ritten expression may autompticelly trans-
fer to otpI usage, TJnfortunr tely such transfer does not
occur v/ithout sT)ecific teaching which may be done most
profitably in the classroom period,
I
Elementwry school liter- ture, including currlcu-
! liiras, teocher's manuals, textbooks, end reports of ele-
mentary educational assooif tions , reveal an increesing
I
awareness of the value of o^-al Jiai^lish in the classroom,
I
and interest in definite lessons whereby the function may
be Improved upon and practice ^^iven throu^^h exercises not of
the teacher's own creation, but those, the v.orth of \ hich,
has been proven experimentally. yince oral En^rllsh is
learned several years before the v/rltten form is intro-
duced to the child, the ornl ^in^-lish in the classroom is the
I
more natural method of expression in the elementrry grades.
However, in the later grades, the teaching emphasis is
placed largely upon v/ritten v7ork. One might expect,
1 Clapp, John M.
,
Report of the :i:xp(;riment in Jiinnllsh Compo-
sition
,
rroceedingG of the IIi£;h School Gonrc^ onco of
NovuLiber 20, 21, 22, 1913, University of Illinois,
Bulletin Vol. XI,No, 17, Urb na, Illinois, University
of Illinois.

that as a result of present school practice with accent
upon written expression, that this forin of Mgllsh would
prove superior to orel expression, improvement increasing
progressively as the pupil passes through the grades to
the twelfth, \/ith complete superiority of vTitten expres-
sion estGblished at the college level. Evidence on this
topic is infidequate, as oil f\s on the subject of the orel
report in the olossroom for seconder;' schools pnd universi-*
ties. There are three studies which suf^gest thr^t this con-
elusion would be substantie ted were further exnmlnntions
made concerninf^ the relative excoHence of the two mediums
of expression. Ruth potter's comparison of the two forms
of recall shows thot oral reproduction of difficult mater-
iel was supf-rior to the written reproduction of mpterial
of like difficulty in grade three. Betr/een grades three
and six there was noted a tendency to reproduce mat rial
better in the written than in the oral form.^
The trend indicated by the Potter study is to be
expected, for the written form of reproduction presents
mechanical difficulties to the grade school beginner in
reading and writing which do not occur in the fnmiliar oral
style. That the fluency of the skill in v*ritim? should
improve as the child approaches the sixth grade level is
the desired outcome of the large amount of practice in
1 potter, Ruth, Op. Cit.

writing which he has received. Thus, the tests rre not
50 much those of memories recalled, but of skill at using
the two mediums of expression of those memories.
The Buclcnam study of pupils in grede five retches
essentially the some conclusions as were dravin by potter,
that in the grades to and through the filth, the oral re-
port is on the whole superior to the written report
Bushnell, in a study of tenth grade pupils demon-
strates that the competency of the skills V7ere reversed,
wit the written reproduction of material read silently
superior to the oral reproduction. ^ That these results
should be of concern to the educator is easily recognized.
If, as seems evident, adult life demands more frequent use
of oral expression than written, it would naturally be de-
sirable in the aims of education that provision be made
to prepare the individual to meet these demands with at
least equal fluency in both forms of expression if not
superior fluency in the oral medium. If we accept this
study as being reliable, then v.e must conclude thf t the
pupil, two years before leaving the secondary school, sh0Y,'s
that he has comparatively le;:s dcill in oral expression
1 Bucknem, Margaret rl* , A Comparison of the xluency of oral
Ro^.cll vjjth rittcn 7{ecell in Silent Hec^dinf, in Geopraphy
in Grade Five , Master *s Thesis, Bo . , ton University ,1941.
2 Bushnell, Paul, J.n ilnylitioal Contrast of Orrl with
_rittQn j:ncllsh
.
Contributions to ^duc. tion, 451,
Teachers Colle* e, Columbia University
,
1900.

shortly before enterlnf: the competitive business world,
then he hed when still in the grade school. It is not
the intention of this paper to minimize the importf-noe of
the teaching of Trritten iiiiglish, v/hich has i.' very definite
and necessary plc ce in educ- tion, but rr thnr to demonstrate
th? t of at least equal importance is the training in oral
English vvhich in taIso a function of the Junior and Lenior
High ^jchools. It v/er noted that in the elementrry grades
provision for onl training* seemed g neral, md cs the t'/o
studies quoted : bove indicrte, oral expression in the {grades
tends to be superior to the written expression. The one
study reported upon in vhich a tenth grade population was
examined revealed that the situ; tion is reversed in that
one of the upper grades. rheixfore, it v,; s considered
important that v,e have some indie: ticn £ s to whft type of
mettri^ l and the a:ciOunt of f^uch material iy availeble fop
teaching oral oxpreasion in the upper grades.
Bushnell, among his concluaions, states that,
"The oral members are in general more fluid, unorganized,
and incoherent then the ^/ritten."*^ This criticism of the
oral reporting of mater it 1 read is based on existing con-
ditions revealed by the quoted investiga tion, and does
net nccocsf rily reveal any inherent weakness in the actual
function of the oral report. The very poverty of training
1 Bushnell, Paul, op. Git.

In the sohools may be sufficient ceuse for the poor report-
ing abilities discovered. Further Investlg^ tions of like
nature, and experiments: tlon on teeching the functions of
oral and v/rltten reports ore necessriry before valid con-
clusions may be dravv-n. At present, due to leek of specif-
ic evidence, discussions must rest largely upon personal
experience and opinion. That there Is vRlue In the oral
activity which cannot bo overlooked Is emphasized In the
Clapp comparr tlve study which demonstrates that a course
In composition consisting largely of oral work brought
about greater improvement in writing than did a course In
writing alone. ^ J. F. Hoslc also reoofnlzes the value of
the oral program In the teaching of composition, and ex-
presses his opinion as follows, "the chief business of the
Instruction In English composition in the schools is to
give children and young people better command of the ver-
nacular for their present social needs. No one \/ill deny
that the most pressing and far-reaching need is that of
clear, pleasant, correct end effective speech In
many Important respects, it is literally the fact that the
way to learn to write is to spGak,"^
1 Clapp, John M., Op, Clt.
2 Hoslc, J. F., The Alms of English Coiiposltlon Teaching ,
Twenty Decond Yearbook for the Study of i-ducr^tion.
Part 1, 1923

The field which is embraced by the general torm
of Orel English includes many parts such as the informal
discussion, the formal discussion, social conversation,
story telling, the business interview, the radio interview,
announcements, debate, recitf tion, drema and others as well
as the oral report of silent reading material. As used
in this paper, oral recall or report is the function of
telling orally material read silently, rene bered with op
witnout the aid of notes in the outline form.
The activity of giving an oral report involves
the integration of several tiT)es of leorninf: skills and
may be effected by teaching methods. It v/as deemed advis-
able for the purpose of this study to make certain limita-
tions on the items for ;hich each of the English text-
books should be examined to maintain order and clarity
fop the purposes of the present report. However, it
would seem beneficial to discuss in brief several of the
outstanding related skills which were omitted from the
itemized check list according to which materials on the
classroom oral report were classified. Of main import-
ance among these related skills are: the ability to out-
line; the general skill of good speaking, omitting refer-
ence to the speech defective and the dramatic aspects of
speech; and the primary skills of reading on which the
pupil's success in the initial research depends.
It may be surmized that since present discoveries

In investlgj tions of upper grade school pupils indie? te
incoherence and disorgrnizction in the making of oral re-
ports which are not present in vTitten work, that a Inck
may be found in mai^tery of outlining skills for purposes
of the orel report, hich mey be known for the specified
application to the v/ritten exercise. An examination of
several studies of outlining done on tho Junior and Lienior
High tjchool levels v/as made to learn whether any outline
teaching hrs been investigated or referred to as it applies
to the function of making en oral report. To the best of
the v7riter»s kno. ledge, there is no mater ifil on this part-
icularized study, although many references v.ere found
which were concerned with the use of the v/ritten outline
as B study skill and as an aid to the improvement of read-
ing achievement and comprehension. The ability to out-
line research compilations for use as in an orr.l report
is iiiport nt to o program in the schools for improvement
of the oral report, particulrrly in the upper gredes \ hen
many pupils ere preparing for further academic years or
business Vi?hich involves this activity. No further use
of references to outlining as discovered in research read-
ing, is made in this ttudy, as being too generrl in scope
for prfictical application to the itemization of the text
books examined and for specific suggestions for conducting
practice in the oral report, until part IV, the criticel
analysis of material examined in the ijnglish textbooks.

A bibliography of current studies in the speech
field as listed in the Bibliography of Lpeeoh alduootion by
Thonssen, j^atherson and Thonssen,! was examined to locate,
if possible, any speech studies which might pertain to the
function of the oral report in the classroom. several
references, the titles of which were suggestive of such
material, were examined. Hov, ever, nothing pertinent to
the topic under discussion was discovered. As previously
mentioned in this paper, all specialized speech fields
other then those skills which might be closely related to
the giving of an oral report in the school situation ^^ere
not considered in this study. \ hile voice culture, plat-
form manner, parliamentary lew, end dramatic Intorperative
skills would be highly desirable as a speech background to
develop poise in the speaker, they are not the immediate
concern of the teacher, pupil or author of an ^jnglish text-
book wnich Includes the fxmction of making the oral report
in its subject matter.
correction of defects of articulation and phona-
tion mi(-ht be inperr tivo before certain individual students
possessing such defects are physically able to report
orally in the classroom.
1 Thonssen, L., Fetherson, E. , with Thonssen, D. , Biblio-
graphy of Speech ^.ducation. The H, . . ilson Co. 1939

Nevertheless, this problem of remedial speech should be
deelt v;lth separately from the oral report situntion. In
the remedial ezercise, skills should be built vhlle the
meohenism is being trained to the improved functioning,
which will aid the pupil in mrking reports to the class,
although specialized speech trtining as discussed in re-
cent studies by people in the field reveals no specific
materiel pertaining to the oral report, directions given
in the jaglish textbooks, v,hich were examined for this
type of material, the t in turn v;ere designed to direct
the pupil* s attention and efforts to improved techniques
of delivery as w«ll as to better organization of mrteriel
presented, v;ere noted on the check list under the general
clessific tion of directions given for the classroom oral
report, rnd will be referred to under critical evirluetion.
Third of the seperf;te activities closely allied
to the oral report, but not included on the check list,
concerns the first -tep necessary to preparing for the
report. This step, the research reading on the assigned
or chosen topic, embraces far too complicated a field
for adequate treatment in this paper. Nevertheless it
is too important to be \^liolly ignored in our present dis-
cussion. To date, there has apparently been no data com-
piled of an experimentel or research nature which would
indicate the relationship v/hioh might exist between the
reading ability of the pupil in the Junior f;nd Senior

High schools and to his ability to give oral reports on
the material which he has raad. Roedin*^, skills -hlch are
necessary or desirable in the middle and tipper ^cdes mipht
well be included in a checl: list to detemine the reletion-
ship mentioned lmm':'diP.tGly above. Reference is made to a
pamphlet presenting a listing of these readin;? skills as
follows:
Following diroctions
selecting the central thou^^t
No tine details
Picking the relevant material from a unit
Judc.inc vrluos
Organizing ideas
Reaanb^rlnf: personal charf otori 3tlcs in a
unit
Locnting sp-icific information in a story
from general reading
He-reading articles for different purposes
Hecognizinc; characters from doscrlptive
words
DeteniininiP; the type of story
Remembering^ details at later date from
notes trkon
selecting proper titles for units
Drawing Inferences
Rtipid use of dictionary
Reco^9:nl"l nf comprrlr-ons, opposltes, etc, in
word vocabulary
Ability to outline
Ability to do abstracts or precis
Interpreting the author's meaning
i.bility to build individual associations
around nntsrirls read
Using study guides
Intorprotlnr graphs
Using reference books, index ability
Ability to use card file correctly and
rapidly
Montal imagery or visualize tion
selecting the theme in a story

Ability to read fluently and rapidly materiel
that requires rapid reeding
Chock comprehen: ion v;ith specific qnestions
after speed tests^
Three theses upon the problem of compared oral
and written recall were examined, as was a study of two
forms of written recall, other than these four papers, no
experimental evidence upon the subject of oral recall was
found available. The paper of p. Douglas Courtney^ dealt
exclusively with consideration of v;rltten recall in which
he noted, as did J. F. Hoslc^, in regard to Oral English,
that the reproduction of materiel read silently shows
evidences of widespread disorganization and confusion.
Here again is suggested the need for study of the training
In outline in reference to its oral application in prepara-
tion of classroom reports.
The thesis by Margaret Buckmen v/as done by exper-
iment? tlon with children In grade flve.^ Because of the
lower grade level, conclusions based on this evidence night
reasonably be expected to have little or no resemblance to
1 Durrell, D., and bull!van, H. B. , List of Reading
Skills which should be developed in Middle end Upper
Grfjdtis
,
Boston University educational Clinic
2 Courtney, p. Douglas, Recall by Reproduction vs. Recall
by ueoognitlon , kastur*s Thesis, Bo^^ton University, 1941
5 Hoi.ic, J. F.
,
Op. Clt.
4 Buckman, Margai'et, op. Clt.
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the findings of a similarly constructed excminetion admin-
istered on Junior end ^enior High iichool populations. Due
to this limitation, the conclusions were not considered
valid for applice tion to the problem of the function of the
oral report from grades seven to tv;elve, nor were they con-
tributory to drawing up the itemized chock list used in ex-
amination of the lijnglish textbooks.
The second of the theses contrasting the oral with
the VrTitten recall is that of pf ul Bushnell.l His study,
done on e tenth grade population, has evidence vjhich nay
be accepted as being of greater importance to the present
study, Unforturately , the materirl of this excellent
monograph does not apply specifically to the problem of
the classroom training in the function of oral report.
Third of the aforementioned theses, \;ritten upon
the topic of compared oral and written recall, was that of
Ruth potter. This study was based upon evidence drawn
from examination of children from grade three through
grade six. The fact that this study concerns the lower
grades also makes it difficult to draw inferences .hich
may be applied to Junior ^ nd . enior High t^ohool situf tions.
In her thesis potter notes that, v/hile ijpeed of handv/riting
had a negligble effect upon her study, difficulty with the
meohenios of reading end spelling seem particularly influ-
ential upon the test results, she concludes , "We can feel
1 Bushnell, Paul, Op. Cit,

confident tiiat it v;ould be advisable to employ in the
language training or elesaentary and secondary school pupils
e coubinttion of both speaking and writhing. II a child's
oral ability can be developed only thi^Ui-^ii oral prectice,
then in order to raake him successful in speaking activities,
our school training must give him the^t practice,"^
The ooncxusion of Miss potter, that the difficulty
of reading materiel wes of particular importance vs affect-
ing the pupil's recall, made this feature seem iiaportant
for i*urther background oxaaint) tion. Several studies on
reeding problems in the junior end senior High school were
investitieted. It v<as hoped that by such examin? tion some
specific information might be located vmich would prepare
the writcir to better understand and evaluate the gradations
of mbteritils uaed in the texts which were examined. Apart
from assigning grades in which tho books should be used,
no other mention was made within the texts themselves of
vocabulary, sentence structure or other mechanics which
might determine the ense or difficulty of the materiel.
Although there are techniques, such as that of Yoakam,
Trhich deteriiiines vocabulf ry difficulty based on a frequency
tabulotion,^ applies.tion of this toohnirue to e' ch of the
1 pott^jr, Ruth, Op- Cit.
2 Yoakam, Gerald, Directions for Using the Yoakam Tech-
nique for Trading Books
^
Unpublished.

one hundred and thirty books exrmlned proved impracticel.
Therefore, it .as considered advlsoble to accept the
author's indictition of grede plecanent es suc^gesting inso-
far es possible the order of difficulty of materlfl.
Included in this study, as <• pfrt of the check
list \*ith Vrhich the textbooks v<ere examined, was the
II classification of provision for clapsroom pr^ ctlce, Tliis
Inclusion vtft s based upon the suggestion quoted above from
the thesis of Huth potter.1 The Items of the check list
will be discussed in detail in section III of this paper*
The problem of teaching methodr:, conservative
or progressive, was considered of little moment to the
present analysis of English textbooks. From the report
of a committee appointed by the Progressive ijducatlon iisso-
ciotion, it was learned that, "In general it seems that
pupils leern approximotely the sane amount in the usual
school subjects regardless of the methods used in teoch-
ing There is, hovever, e little evidence tht t the
best teichers, vvorklnc v/lth the new methods, get rather
batter results from their cIe ssos then teachers of equal
ability vvorking /ith the old curriculum All that
can be done is to compare the pupils in the new schools
|i
with the pupils in conventional schools on the basis of
1 potter, Ruth, Op. Cit.

acedemlo achievement, and point out that any differences
which are found may be due to differences in the ability
of the tecchers, or may be the result of differences in
the curriculum and teaching."^ The method of presentation
which the author of the textbook used was therefore ex-
amined, not according to new or old style, but for clarity,
organization and completeness, v hich are considered be sic
for evaluation. othor criteria for criticism of method
of presentation of material for the program on the oral
report in the texts v/ere the value of the objectives,
clarity of directions, quality of stf.nderds, organize tlon
of practice provision, and the adequacy of measures of
pupil progress.
Skills for silent study prepare tory to the organ-
ization of material for, end the procedure of giving the
opal report, fall under a threefold classifIcp tion, 'i?he
first of these skills, those necessary to successful re-
search and reading, the ability to locate materiel, and
the comprehension of what is read, are listed on page 18,
English textbooks v.ere examined ror this thesis
1 Tnfornsl Committee . ppointed by the progressive Education i
Associrtion to Report on Lvalue tion Newer Practices in S
Education, the, New Methods vs« Old In . mericf-n rlducrtion
.
An Analysis and Summary of Recont Compari.tive otudies,'
Bureau of publications. Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1941

because it seemed logical thnt the responsibility for the
function of teaching skills relrted to the making of an
oral report should be that of the English Department in the
Junior and senior High Schools, In the text books, as
will be illustrated in a later section of this paper, were
many suggested situations allowing for practice in oral re-
porting. One of the most excellent lists of the fimctions
necessary to oral reporting in general, with some reference
to suitable situations, was found in a pamphlet by Dr. W.
Linwood Chose, which gives nine abilities or skills essen-
tial to successful reporting activities plus suggestions to
the pupil and the teacher. The abilities listed are these:
!• i^bility to use the table of contents
£• Ability to use the index
3* Ability to find sources of infonnction
4* Ability to make a bibliography
5, Ability to select and reject relevnnt op
irrelevant informr tion
6* Ability to take notes
7m Ability to organize material into outline form
8« Ability to use a variety of weys in reportiuji
information
9, Ability to evaluate his own performance after
his presentation 1
As will be demonstrated in the next section of this report,
which gives criteria for examination of the English text
books, these enximerations of study skills, together with
others which were found in research reading, were used as
guides in the compilation of the itemized check list. The
1 Chase, Linwood, Reportinr.; i ctivities , Boston University
)

list Is not essumod to be exheustlve, for as indlonted In
the preceding parn^i^rBphs, the oomplete subject of oral
reccll is too complex to penult of sTioh treptment in one
or in severel studies. Of the n^ny possible -noints for
T7hich the texts night hove been exemined, thirty were se-
lected on the ba£3is of those items ^^/hich other studies, op
recognized ruthoritiof5 hFve considered importrnt or perti-
nent to this application. The selection considered at all
times thrt the primary purpose of the study was to discover
the extent and quality of material on the subject of oral
recall in the fom of the classroom report contained in
English textbooks on the junior find senior High school
grade levels.

II
lUTHOIJi OF iJfxXYSlS
Following a study of research to date on the
general topic of oral recall, it 7.a6 decided thct this
paper should deal with tile single topic of oral recall
in the form of the oral report in the Junior end senior
High bohool classrooms. After £n ozaninntion of ijaglish
ourriculums for Juuior ^nd ^^enior Hi^^ii oohoolc \7hich were
available both at the Teachers Goliego Library, Columbia
University, and at the Resource Library, Jchool of ^educa-
tion, Boston Universitj^, it was concluded thct methods
and materials discussed in the&e cui'riculums .vero, on the
whole, of too general a nature for the practical purposes
of this study. Therefore, the mtitcrial in this paper is
confined to the analysis of English textbooks designed
for use in the Junior and senior High ochools for meterials
pertaining to oral recall in the form of a classroom report.
apecializt-d books on Journalism wore net included
In this study. Their avowed function ic the inprovonont of
pupii ability in the vvxitten form of roport, largely of
scenes v/itnessed, although there is evidence v hich has
led CO conclusions that praotico in v;ritten iinglish and
oral English to a limited extent are lautually beneficial.

There are several studies v;hich mention this in some de-
tail, such as thnt of J, ?, Hor.ic,! Hov/ever, the chief
concern In this paper is with the oral recall in the re-
porting of material Y;hich the pupil has read for the
specified purpose of making a classroom report. The
training in this skill In the En^^lish classroom siturtion
would not be the concern of the specialized text book on
Journalism. /Iso, the journalistic report is largjely
the recounting of personal experience or of events v.lt-
nessed, v;hlle the oral report, which is the subject of
this study, is based upon neither personal experience or
obscrvf-tion. i.lso omitted from this study v;ere books
which sp^clfili?.e in literature, and books v/hich deal
solely with gx'ammar.
The one hiindrod end thirty books selected for
th-e thesis an.alysis rsin^e in date of publiortion from
the year 1££0 to 194E, i^ll books chosen are at present
either in active use as texts in the En£:lish clnssrooms
of the Boston Public r.chools, or in schools in the vicin-
ity of Boston, or have been in use recently and ere now
on file for teacher reference. In order to take as
widespread a sampling as possible, books v/ere chosen
from the recommendations made for Trade school dresses,
Business English, and Classical LUglish courses. Con-
1 Hosic, J. F., Op. Git.
II
sequently, It was not possible to choose books vhlch might
fall into even niuaerioal divisions according to dates of
publication, date of school adoption, or grr de placement
beyond the inclusion of texts designed for grades seven
to twelve.
Since this investigation is for the purpose of
learning wh&t material these English textbooks contain,
on the improvement of the recall of material resd for the
classroom oral report, no provision was made for sepera-
tion from or contrast of aided and unaided recall. No
such division was evident in the books themselves v^here
either aided or unaided recall or both were used accord-
ing to the author's discretion. For information on the
relative accuracy of and school attainment on the two
forms of oral recall, the recder is referred to the ex-
perimental studies of Ruth potter, 1 Margaret Bucknam,^
and Paul Bushnell.*'
Based upon suggestions for necessary end desir-
able study skills as found in research reading, with parti-
cular acknowledgement to Dr. Paul McKee,^ a list of
1 potter, Ruth, Op. Cit.
£ Bucknam, Margaret, Op. Cit.
3 Bushnell, Paul, Op. Cit.
4 McKee, Paul, Reading and Litert^ture In the i^lementary
school. Unpublished
—
—

seventeen ltem.8 was compiled as containing pertinent facts
concerning the oral report for which the textbooks should
he examined. This list of seventeen items wee checked
with ten English textbooks selected et rendom. The
investigation was intended to aid in revision of the check
list of items. Following the preliminary examinj tion, the
check list of thirty items, which will follow under part
III of this paper, was compiled. Each of the one hundred
and thirty books reported upon was checked by means of
this list and the findings plotted upon a dia^^ramatic
chart shown in Table I. In part III the itf^mized list
will be discussed with each item defined as to its impli-
cations and general interpretation.
Each book was exeiained individually, first
throu£^h the index to locate the textual matter on oral
reporting. Secondly, the appendix, when furnished, was
examined for supplementary exercises. In only one in-
stance was material located in an appendix.-^ Because
of the general lack of such information no record has been
made of the study of the appendixes. Thirdly, the intro-
duction or preface of each textbook was studied for the
purpose of discovering aims or objectives for the teaching
of oral recall when none \^ere mentioned in the main body
of the book. as each of the books was examined, the
1 Burleson, D. S«, and Cash, L.
,
j^dY^nturos in Jnglish,
Grade seven, Allyn & Bacon, 1942

thirty items of the check list v.ere noted and an appropriate
record made on the che?ri for each. Comments or references
for later use were noted on separate index Cf rds, as were '
the grade placement, the number of pages of text, the num-
ber of pages of material on wi'itten reports, and the num-
ber of pages of material on oral reports
•
The criteria for cuoice of the iinglish text"
books studied »vere twofold:
1« Grade placemen t on either Junior or senior
High bcxiool level.
Current usage in public schools as classroom
texts or for teacher reference.
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i imaZL-TION OF CHECK LIST
The following is the check list of thirty itemi
1
discussed in Pert I of this chapter, for which each text-
• book was individually ezaialned:
i
LIST OF ITEMS
1. Date of publication
2. Nomber of books designed for use in Junior
High school Oredes (seven, eight and nine)
3. Number of books designed for use in senior
j High school Grades (ten, eleven and twelve)
Number of pages of text
I
5. Number of pages devoted to material on
oral reporting
5. Number of pages devoted to material on
written reporting
7. Books which contain no mention of the oral
1
report
1 8. Books which contain some mention of the
oral report
9. Books vvhioh contain material for classroom
uae on the oral report
\
1

10. Books which contain no nontion of the
written report
II* Books which contain some mention of che
written report
12. Books which contain material for the
classroom use of the written report
13« Books V7hich have no stated objectives
for the oral report
14. Books which have stated objectives for
the oral report
15. Books ?/hich have no situations siiggested
for iving the oral report
16. Books which have situations suggested for
giving the oral report
17. Books which include no directions to the
pupil for giving the oral report
IB. Books which include formal directions to
the pupil for giving the oral report
19. Books which include informal directions
to the pupil for giving the oral report
20. Books which have no practice provision
for making the oral report
21. Books which have organized practice provi-
sion for making the oral report
22. Books which have unorganized practice
provision for making the oral report

£3« Books which allot no time to classroom
practice of oral report
24, Books which allot time to classroom
practice of oral report
25« Books which have no standards for the
oral report
25, Books which have stenaards for the oral
report mectioned or described in essay form
27 • Books which have standards for the oral
report in check list form
28, Books which have standards for the oral
report in illustrated form
29. Books which include no measures of pupil
progress in making the oral report
30 • Books which include measures of pupil
progress in making the oral report
(1) The date of publication of each book was noted
both for the purpose of complete bibliography and for the
study of any tendency or grouping which might be discover-
ed. Because it was considered inadvisable to attempt
selection of books numerically according to date of pub-
lication in favor of books which are in actual use, regard-
less of the dates of publication, any conclusions regarding
tendencies suggested by the chance grouping shown on

Table 1 must be tentetive. However, Inclusion or ex-
clusion of materiel in the English textbooks is indicated
numericflly on the chtrt Table IV as it appeared in this
investigation. Purthesr study controlling this factor
of the number of books according to date of publicfition
will be necessary to reveal the accuracy of the tendencies
which are suggested in the present study.
{2) The junior High School grades included in I tea
2 are grades seven, eight and nine, which is the local
grade olassificftion for the Junior High jchool, although
in many systems v/here the four year high school plan is
in practice, only grt des seven and eight are celled Junior
High school. An ettempt was made to Identify the speci-
fied grade to which each book was assigned. This was done,
not because such grading is considered advisable by the
writer, but for the purpose of finer distribution of data.
However, forty-tv/o out of the total of one hundred and
thirty books were not assigned to any specific grade,
having only recommendations for use in Junior or Senior
High schools. Therefore, rrrde placement has been gen-
eralized into the tv/o classifications of Junior and Senior
High school English textbooks.
(3) By the term, senior High school, is meant
grades ten, eleven and twelve. The preceding paragraph
(
has oiplained «he reasons the books v/ere not spocifically
placed according to these grades but are grouped here as
reoojmnendad for Junior or senior High school use.
(4) A maaericpl tsbulRtlon of the paj^es of actual
text was made. Introductions, prefaces, and appendixes
were not included as pages of text. These fpots were
noted as part of the procedure intended to reveal pro-
portionately, the space, in actual number of pages,
which is allowed to both oral and written report in com-
parison to the total nuipber of pages of all the text books
examined bo-ch on the Junior and senior High t>chool levels.
(5) The total number of pages in which materials
were found In regard to all reporting was also tabulated
for the total number of books examined, and for the sep-
arate grouping^ as Junior or senior High school level of
placement, and corresponding percentages noted on Table
(6) The total number of pages devoted to written
report was calculated for the one hundred and thirty
books investigfcted and elso under the separate headings
of Junior and senior High School level texts. Percent-
ages of the total and parte were computed end compai'ed

to the percentages of the pages containing material on the
oral report and recorded on Table v.
(7) Item 7, books v/hich contain no mention of the
oral report, is 3elf-explanatory* It provides for nota-
tion of the total number of books containing no mention
or material which would indicate the author's awareness
of the function of the classroom oral report. In addition,
this tabulation of material was done both by the date of
publication of the books and according to school plaoemont
In either the Junior or senior High iichool grades.
(8) Mere mention of the Talua of the oral report and/
op suggested situations for the development of oral reports
i
allowed inclusion under Item 8, books v/hioh contain mention
of the oral report. 3ince none of these books incorpor-
ated exercises suitable for classroom purposes, beyond a
mention of their desirability, bhey ^?9re checked separate-
ly from the books V/hioh actually contained Tirorkin"" mater-
ial. These bookn also vrere examined for the remaining
items on the check list and are included in the total of
eighty-seven of the one hundred and thirty books which
were discussed as including mention of or material on the
classroom oral report.
(9) The third classification of books included in

this general group v.as by content of materiel on the oloss-
room report. Included under Item 9 were books contelning
anything from suggested sltuetions or subjects for report
with some practice mention or tine provision rmd/or dirac-
tions for givin^>: the report, and also materiEl for & full
program of practice exercises. There was no confusion
with these books and those selected as belonging under
Item 8, for in no case of the latter listing were there
suggested situations for oral reporting accompanied by
directions or provision for practice in the classroom.
(10) All one htindred and thirty books listed in the
textbook bibliography irere examined for subject mj^ttor on
written recall of material read. Like the prec .ding divi-
sions used for the oral report, the topic of -ritten report
was sub-divided into three groups. The first of these,
Item 10, covered books v.hich contained no mention of op
material on written reports.
(11) Item 11, the second of the three divisions of
written report for v/hich the books ??ere examined corres-
ponds to Item 8 of the oral report. Into this clBssifl-
ostion was pieced ell books which contained mention of the
written report but failed to present specific directions
or to provide for classroom experience.

(12) The third of the categories tinder which written
report material was placed corresponds to Itsaa 9 of the
oral report. Into this classification fall those books
which contain matbrlal on the written report designed spec-
ifically for classroom use. Since the informetion gather-
ed fron Items IC, 11 ond 12 was to be used only for numer-
ioal compai'ison of the seme type of mataricl concerning
the oral report, no further analysis of the subject matter
on the written report was made.
(13) For purposes of further analysis, the remaining
items from 13 to 30 deal exclusively with the eighty-seven
books which were found to contain some mention of or mater-
ials on the oral report of reading unless otherwise noted.
Clearly formulated objectives are generally accepted as
bein^ necessery for a well organized enterprise. Nowhere
has there been more awareness of the need for v;ell stated
objectives ti.an in the field of education where there must
be aims for (m entire nation's general education rs ".veil as
specific aims for each subject taught. Because the unde3?-
standing of the auti.or's objectives in constructing a text
serves to guide the teacher in selection and use of the
book, all books were examined for mention of objectives
for the material included in the text on oral reporting.
The examination was primarily a search for specifically
stated objectives regardless of v uantity or quality. Ttean

13 includes all of tiie books containing mention of the oral
report which had no stated objectives In the text or in the
introQuction and preface to show the author's expectations
or plans for the inclusion of his mention or material on
oral report.
(1-i) Any mention of objectives, however indirect or
brief, allowed placement of the book as belonging in Item
14« As & matter of curiosity, in addition, it aeaaed des-
irable to examinu the texts which contained no mention of
the making of ort 1 reports and it was discovered, as might
"be expected, that there was no reco. niiiion of this function
in the objectives or t^eneral discussion of Itaportant nhases
In the teaching of upper grade English. The findings on
these two Items vvere on the v/hole predorolnantly negrtive.
Believing tht t the examintition standards may have been
exce sively high, the eleven texts published in 1941 which
had formerly been studied v/ere re-examined as a check upon
the method of caialysis. The identical results were obtain-
ed, ten books having no statement or siiggestion which might
be interpreted as an objective for oitI reporting, so the
standards for further examination were not altered.
(15) If reports are to be given orally, upon Yihf t sub-
ject matter shall report be made end what situc tions are
appropriate for developing this skill? items 15 and 16

Iinclude reference to books having teitual suggestions ;?hich
I
in part or in full anov/er those tv;o quojjtions. Material
which is included ranged from a few topics suitable for
the I'oporting activity to appropriate topics accompanied
by elaborately designed situations for constructing and
delivering oral reports. The fifteenth item permits re-
cord 01 the number of books v/hich contain some mention ^
(however brief) of the oral report, but offer no suggostions
for appropriate topics upon which oral reports may be made
or situations suitable for their deliveiTy.
(16) Item 16 includes all books v/hich in pert or in
the 7/hole contain su^^^estions compatible with those stated
as desirable under the preceding definition for Item 15.
(17) Under the general heading; of directions for oral
reporting, it v.as intended to be used for contrast and
||
comparison of methods of teaching or presenting the material
on the oral report. The first of the divisions of direc-
tions. Item 17, provided for recording of all books which
contain no specified directions of any kind, for either the
compilation of material for the report or for the delivery
of the report in oral form. It must be remembered that
despite this lack of directions, each of the books so list-
ed contained either mention of or material on the oral re-
port.
I

(16) The second of the items of this type is labeled,
formal directions, to separate this item from the more
informal type of direction discussed under Item 19, By
the formal direction is meant a oonservetive program of
instructions to the pupil and the teacher* For inclusion
in this classification it was considered importent that
the book present a clear, concise and relatively complete
program of oral report activity.
(19) This division of the subject of directions for
the oral report, named informal directions, includes the
more general type of direction, less well organized per-
haps, and definitely less clear and concise than the dir-
^
actions classified under Item 18. v/hereas all books i
placed under Item 18 had to pass the triple standards of
clarity, conciseness and completeness, in this latter
grouping were included all directions which did not meet
all of these three standards. Thus, the poorest of dir-
ections is grouped with those which are excellent, yet do
not satisfy all three of the checking standards for Item
18. Were this study repeated further subdivisions under
the topic of directions for oral reporting are recommended
|
in order to give a more complete picture and better grada-
tion of the informal type of instruction.

(20) PracticQ provision slcnlflea sone definitely
plaimed claseroon periods for the giving of the oral re-
ports v/hich are mentioned in tho text. This general
grouping of arranfTGoents for use of naterial in en oral
report in the clasaroon situation is divided Into five
items, from t^/enty to twenty-four. Items 21, 22 and 23
are intended to be used for conpcrison with the correspond-
ing items under directions which precede them. The fifth
end sixth of these divisions. Items 24 and 25, ere intend-
ed as a chock upon the thoroughness of the practice provi-
sion, both organized and unorganized, for which the books
were also examined. The first section, no practice pro-
vision, was included to reveal any inconsistencies such
8s might arise from situations similar to this, that v/ith
mere mention of material accompanied by no specific direc-
tions, that the function of giving the oral report might
be expected in the classroom activity. This situation
did appear in seven of the books which allowed no direc-
tions or other aids in the methods of giving oral reports
of reading material, but presented problems for research
end demanded that such reports be made.
(21) Item 21, organized practice provision for the
oral report, might be eacpected to compare favorably with
Item 18 which listed the number of books which gave formal
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diractionB Tor tiie use or the meterlel on oral reporting,
Tiiis was the result, for when directions for giving tlio
reports are v/ell organized, provicion is mf^de for px'aotie-
ing tlie skill in the cl&ssrooa,
i
(22) Unorj^enized provision i'or practioa for the oral
report likev/ibo Mas studied for purposes of comparison with
the preceding itei: on directions. Item 19* Here too, as
was expected, there is cloae relationship between the two-,
j
for regardless or the incompleteness and disorgani: ation '
of directions, the very inclusion of directions for giving
oral reports made it necessary for some provision to be
made for the u^e of these directions in the practice acti-
vity of making reports.
j
ll
(23) Analysis of the time assignment for oral report-
ing in the classroom was done in the endeavor to learn
|
what amount of time in minutes or hours was provided for
in the classroom schedule as directed by the textbook*
|^
Due to nearly complete lack of such information, for only
'
a few books contained even a mention of the desired length
of the individual talks, such study was not possible. In-
cluded tinder Item 23, books in which no time was allotted !
to classroom practice in making oral reports, were all
books in which there was discovered no reference or infer-
'

ence that time must be allowed during the class meeting
for the practice of oral reporting. It \;as oscpected thnt
the total tlpjarea of this Item vjould correspond closely to
the numher of hooks found to contain no directions of any
kind for the use of, or the practice of the skills needed
for making the oral report.
(24) When the lesson plans were such that they made
some time allottment for classroom prectice imperetivo,
even though no specific mention of time ^lea mede, the book
was listed under Item 24, books which allot time to class-
room priictice of the orel. report. The intended comparisons
are more clearly demonstrated on Table VIII.
(25) The term, st'.ndards, must not be confused with
the ecrlier used term of objectives. By standards, for
which the iLaiglish textbooks were herein examined, is meant
some specific meterial, mentioned or included in detail,
which will serve the pupil in the Junior and Senior High
School as a rule by ^-shich he may judc© his own performance.
These standards \7ere not selected on the basis of excellence,
for critical evtiluetion of the findings with illustrotlons
is provided in a later section of this paper. The stand-
ards were selected for the metliods of presentation in v^hich
it T/as discovered upon preliminary examination that they
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grouped themselves. Three types which were found to be
prominent were used as the three divisions for the items
under standards. The first of the items includinf? differ-
ent types of standards is Item 25, where no standards of
excellence for the oral report are given for pupil use. It
will be noted on Table IX that the total number of tabu-
lations under Itaas 25, 26, 27, 28 and E9 equal ninety-one
although only eighty-seven books were examined for purposes
of the analysis of standards. The explanption is that in
several instances more than one form of standard was present
In a single book, and each form was checked separately under
the appropriate itemized listing.
(26) The second of the types of standards for which the
texts were studied was the eassay form of pattern or cuide
which included either a general description of desirable
standards or a brief mention of such standards. These
books were classified under Item 26*
(27) The third of the items under the general subject
of standards, for which the textbooks were examined, was
that of standards in the form of a check list. The quali-
fications for placement in the listing of the checklist
type of standard were that the items of the check list must
actually set standards of excellence in orgenizing or giving
the classroom oral report, and that the list must be present*

ed to the pupil for such a spaclfic purpose. Thus, confu-
sion Lith the check list form for the purpose of the measure
of progress was evoided.
(28) The fourth type of standard for which the text-
books were analyzed was the presentation of stondards by
means of illustrations • In some instances, more than one
type of standard presentf tion was included in one textbook.
This was true of several of the illustration type of stcnd-
erds when the illustration was coupled with an explanatory
paragraph which set forth standards in the essay form and
which was checked by Item 20
•
(89) The concluding set of itea?is, for which the texts
were examined, was the measure of pupil pro^^ress in the
function of giving oral reports. Item 29 provided for a
listing of all books which were found to include some men-
tion or material on oral reporting which present no mention
of or measures of pupil progress in the skill of making
oral reports.
(30) • Included in this final p^rt of the analysis of
the texts for measizres of progress was the test in the form
of the check list. Also accopteble as tests were the
meaai res in the form of criticism of other pupils guided

by questions designed to demonstrate individual improve-
ment, and any othor fom of test of ability and inprove-
ment of the pupil* ^ skill in organization and recitttion
of the oral report. Pretests and final tests were not
separsted for this analysis step, nor was any use of such
measures for purposes of motivation recorded* Both types
of test, and the use of such tests for notivation are con-
sidered liaportant "by the v/riter, but the dearth of infop-
mrition in the texts made 3\ioh additional studies imprao-
tioal, thus any and all tests, exclusive of type, were
recorded under Item 30#
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IV
ILLUSTRATION OF ORAL Rl^PORT MAT.iBLAL
Illustrations from the English textbooks found
to contain material on the oral report have been chosen
impartially as being typical samples of the best material
concerning the oral report. These illustrations will be
presented in the order indicated on the check list of
thirty items of pert III, according to which eech book was
examined. The objectives for the oral report as discover-
ed in the textbooks were, on the whole, of general rather
then specific nature. However, many of these stated aims
may be interpreted as having a close relationship to the
program of oral report material included in the texts. Of
the objectives considered suitable for the purposes of this
paper, four were chosen for quotation as being representa-
tive of the general aims of the textbooks. The first of
these quotations gives evidence of the comprehensiveness
of the aims as they refer to oral English in the secondary
schools.
"Secondly, the authors have developed and
employed techniques for the forme tion of correct
speech habits. They believe that the study of
language £ nd grammar is futile unless thereby
children grow into the habitual use of correct
language. In order to iraprove speech it is
necessary to give practice in using correct forms
until their uje becomes automctic. This means
that the practice material through which the
Boston Univerity
gchool of Educauon

5&
correct forms are tru;^ht must be interoi: ting,
and I'urtlior, that exercises, drills, games and
tests for the pccoraplislinient of this purpose
mu.3t be the core of ins true tion« All known
end proved nothods for forming correct l8nguaf:e
habits have been used in connection with inter-
esting and valuable selectionr from litert ture,
illustrations, games, drills, and original com-
pos it ions
Second of the types of objectives illustrated
would serve as an aid to the user of the books in inter-
preting the aims of the author in the construction of the
textual matter.
"practice In speech inproyement is secured
through the retelling of stories. From the old
perfunctory exercise in reproduction this is
transformed into a motivated practice project
directed to secure specific speech inprovements,
each the object of specific endeavor.. ••
•
It is evident that the objectives enuner-
eted are of a practical kind. ^accordingly the
book is a practical book. It is a practice book-
- a laborntory nanual in the t rt of speaking and
writing correct and effective liiglish rather than
a textbook in the science of grammer. Grammar
is presented, of course, but in its applications
to the pupil's language needs ratlier than in its
theoretical aspects; and the composition concerns
itt;6lf directly with the trt of everyday cooLiun-
ication.
Furthermore, since communic£tion presumes
a hearer or reader as ell as a speaker or v/ritor,
oral and written composition are given practice
in audience situations. These are so presented
that the pupil's response, instead of being lifo-
less and perfunctory, becomes real and v;illing.
1 Charters, .. .
., Cowan, lij. M. and Betz, Iijssential
Lanf-:uage HabitM , Book I, page III, silver Burdett and
CO. 1929
i
The endeavor has been to transform lanmiage im-
provement Into a ohellenging problem."*
Thl^d of the stated alms used here for illustra-
tive purposes Is taken from a list of aims covering the
material of all phases In the text.
"purpose
. The purpose of t:-is book is:
S« To give them exercises in talking and
writing thet carry some tang of every-
day life. "2
Over half of the iingllsh textbooks which contained
some mention of the oral report had suggested situations or
topics suitable for such reports in the classroom. An
attempt has been made to sample the wide variety of topics
as v.ell as the method of presentation of ther-e topics as they
appear in the texts. The majority were given as topics in
list form. Included among such lists were the follo\7lng
topics*
"people frequently find it necessary to
present their ideas and experiences more complete-
ly and connectedly than they can in conversr tlon.
Under these circumstances, somewhat more formal '
talks ere prepared and delivered. The audiences
In this case are generally larger than the groups
that engage In conversation.
Since this second type of talking is
also a universal and everyday use of lenf^uage, let
us exaiiine a number of the problems connected vith
1 Jeschke, H. J., potter, M. C, and Gillet, H. 0., Better
English, Grade Eight, Front cover and pages III, IV,
&iim and Co., 19E9
2 Davis, R., and Cunningham, w. H. , English in school end
Out, page III, Ginn and Co. 1929
«4
it. In doing so we shall try not only to in-
crease our understanding of this kind of speak-
ing but also to develop skill in making reports,
relating experiences, giving explanations, and
the like*
,
Upon several occfsions each of us se-
lected a topic, prepared what v/as to be said
about it, and then stood before the class and
talked for severel rdnutes, oomutimes we mere-
ly reported facts that we had searched for and
found.
Have talks of this kind been a part of
the v/ork in other classes? Of course th^iy have.
In history, reports on reedin^-s have been deliver-
ed; facts or ideas about historical events end per-
sonages have been presented; various phases of
govern ent doubtless have been discussed. In
science, we have demonstrated pnd explained physi-
cal laws and have given talks on the part science
pleys in everyday life. In mathematics, almost
daily this pupil or that has stood at the black-
board and explained difficult problems. Indeed,
in all of our classes talks have played a part in
our work.
Thus we see thnt we employ this more
formal kind of talk very frequently all during
otir school lives. our success depends on the
value of what we say and on the effectiveness
with which we sey it. Most of us, therefore,
will try hard to say somothinr worth while and
interesting in Just as skillful a manner as
possible.
Successful businessmen
"Marshall Field
Andrew Carnegie
Edward H&rriman
J. D. Rockefeller, the elder
1 seely, Howard F., Experiences in Thought and ^arpression
.
Pages 60, 61, oilver Burdet-b L Co. 1556
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Goorge peabody
Charles M. Schwab
John piorpont Morgan, the elder
JTohn ';enameker
Frank V/, Woolworth"^
The story of steel
2. The story of Cotton
3« The story of Cotton Cloth
4. The Story of r pair of Shoes
5. The Story of a Box of chocolate Creams
6. The Story of a Diamond
?• The Story of a Railrood Tie
8. The Story of coffee
9. The Story of Tea
10. Rice Farming in Japan and in Louisiana
11. Vvhere6y Breakfast Came From
12. The story of Gunpowder
33 • The Story of Glass
14. Tunnels I Have seen or Read About
15. Bridges I Have Seen or Read About
16. My Favorite Book
17. The Lincoln Highway
18. The Old Roman Roads"
^
"One of the following topics may interest
you:
The Voyage of Coliimbus
John S ith and Pocahontas
John Aldon and prisoilla
Hendrick Hudson's Death
The Boston Tea party
Major Andre* , or Benedict Arnold
Patrick Henry and the Virginia i^ssembly
Molly Pitcher
Barbc ra Frietchie
Paul Revere »£ Ride
General Putnam's Ride
Braddock's Defeat
Bunker Hill
1 Miles, Dudley, English in Business, Page 9, The Ron^sld
Press Co., 1928
2 Jesohke, H. J., potter, M. C, and Gillet, H. 0.,
Op. Cit. page 101

Crossing the Delaware
Tlie Deeth of Nathan Hale
"Don't Give Up the i:>hipl«
"I Heve Not Yet Begun to Fight t"
A Lincoln or a Roosevelt story^^
Several of the lists of topics were preceded by-
brief suggestions to guide the pupil in his choice of sub-
ject. Typical of these situations are the following:
"Exercise 5
select a book thet has proved interest-
ing to you end sunmarize it in such a my that
your classmates are likely to try to get a cop:,.
Try to avoid spoiling the story for them by saying
too much. It may whet their interest if you avoid
telling hox; the story ends."*
Each of the main headings below serves as guide
to the subject matter of a more detailed list of topics
which follows.
"More or Less Personal
Biology
The Old Testament
Greek and Roman Mythology
ijnerlcan History
Geography
Well-Knov/n Narrative poemfl"^
"The subject should give information
rather than relate only a personal experience
or merely tell a story.
Aircraft
Old Coins
1 Clark, A. M. , end Knox, J,, Progress in i:nglish . Page 12,
Doubleday, Doran and Co, Inc. 1931
2 Davis, H., and Cunningham, W. H. , Op, Cit. Pages 390-
395, 410
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My stamp Collection
Routes end Beilroads across the U.S.
Cosotimes of Other Days
Boy iicout Canrps
The Manufacture of
Airplanes
Furniture
Cotton Cloth
Glassware
Indians of Today"^
"Choosing the Speech Topics
Choose the topics in which you ere
keenly interested. You may take it for granted
that, If you are especially interested in your
topic, your audience likev^ise will be interostod, •
.
Do not choose a topic that is too well
known to your audience, j^n audience, like a per-
son, prefers a topic th&t gives them a fresh
point of view.
Do not choose topics thf^t have to do
with crime or oriminel cesos. Do not choose
topics that will necessitate your telling about
diseases or unfortunate happenings, .e owe it
to our audience to give them only fine, helpful
things about which to think.
Do not choose topics that might offend
yo\ir fellow pupils because of their personal
views or beliefs....
Sets of Talk Topics i
Group I Talks on YOUR 0':m immii^TSi
Group II Telks on Ni.'HJRE:
Group III Talks "o'n THu: i-INE i»RTS2
Group IV Talks on THi; PRACTICiOL i.RTS: [i
Group V Talks on PmsOKS iiND PERSOKiiGiS:
Group VI Talks on TRAViil.;
i
l.i M I
,1
1 Cotn r, E., and Bell, J. W. , Effectivo .i^xpreGsion in
English
.
Book I, Page 87, Little, Brown and Co. 1935
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Group VII Talks on' WORLD-NKEGSaBORHOOD INTMiSSTS:
Group VIII Talka on CITlZiJTSHIP:
Group IX Talks on CHAiuiCT.iIi!
Group X Telks on CREi^TIVj: TCPICS:"-*-
Still other suggestions for topics, selection of
topics and limitation of topics were made, without the
specific mention of subjects, as in this illustretlon:
"For these story-telling periods oaoh pupil
will prepare a parrgraph to be given orally.
S^lQct a subject on which you can get information
not in the textbook you use . In the nature-study
period, report, if possible, some interesting fact
you have discovered for yourself ."2
Directions to the pupil for the oral report acti-
vity were many and varied. The first step after the
selection of the topic Is location of informrtion concern-
ing the subject. An excellent set of directions for this
Initial activity are r.uoted below.
"Gethcring information . This is not the
place to discuss at length the ways of accumulat-
ing information; still one or two hints may not
be amiss. Do you know any people v/ho can fur-
nish the re uired information? Consult them.
Have you access to o library? Use it. Become
acquainted with the encyclopedias and the dic-
tionaries. Find out how to look up a subject
in the magazines. Learn how to use a card index.
Discover what sources of information are at
your disposal; then you may elect to use those
which are most appropriate or which you have time
for.
1 Craig, Alice E. , The tTunior ;ipeech ^.rts , pages 141-189,
The Macmillan Co., 1940
S Wohlfarth, J. H. , and Mahoney, J. J,, self"Helo English
Lessons
.
Third Book, Page world Book Co. 1926

Do not pin your faith to one article in a ounday
supplement, to one editorial in a nei^spaper, even to
one textbook-if it is possible to procure other
moterial. By obtoinlng informs tion from several
sources, you can then compare and select, accept,
and eliminate; in a vjord, you can use your own
judt^ment. If you depend upon a single source, you
can hardly be more than a parrot
I
.hen you talk, make it your business to know
more ebout the s^abject than anyone else in the class,
more-if possible-than the teacher. Thus, feeling
yourself master of the situation, you are likely
to attain a poise v/laich inspires others with res-
pect for ".vhat you have to say,"^
A large proportion of the texts stress the im-
portance of outlining in preparation for giving the oral
report. several different samples of this sort of direc-
tion will be quoted. Included with many of these direc-
tions are practice situations which serve to further illus-
trate the author's purpose in the direction.
"How will you plan a report? Suppose, for
example, you are reading Ivanhoe and want to make
a special report on medieval castles, or you are
studying the devo].opment of the postal system
in history or civics, end the teacher asks you
to give orally a comprehensive report. After
you have decided v/htit information to give, you
take the next step-planning your information in
such a way tht t the class can easily follow.
You want thcui to feel thf t you are leading
them competently from one part of the subject
to the next. i^fter you have finished talking
you v/ant them to have a clear f^rasp of your main
ideas.
Followir^g are two arrangements for a report
1 Davis, R., and Cimningham, ' . H., Op.Cit. l ection 147

on post-officoa. Ons la juLiblod and illogical.
An audience would bocoine oonTui^od and Irritcited
in tryinG to listen to it, 'rho, other is definite-
ly planned according to an orderly nethod of de-
velopnent. Notice the difforenoe.
Our post-office system
poor The salnry of post-office officials
Planning ..hy I tihould like being postmaster
post-offices of different cltssas
How post-officea began in this
country
The examinations of post-office
offioifils
The co^t of pot3t-officos to the
government
!• The history of the post-office
(the far vxev)
II. The po3t-office as t present day
business oreenizetion (the near-
er view)
A. Officiela
B. Classes of post-offices
C. The financial administration
of the post-offices
III. The post-office as it affects us
(th'z nerrest vievr)
A. Its services
B. het it offers in vocational
opportunities
In the second pi-- n you oen easily see thct the
subject has been considered, first in its largest,
farthest aspects, and then has been drmm gradually
nearer. The planner mirht have omitted the first
topic or he raifht have omitted the lest, and he
would J till have had a uell planned report. The
first plan, on the other hand, leaps about at ran-
dom jumping from low post-offices benan to the ex-
amination of officiels. Logically the vocational
parts of the subject, such as \?hy I should like
bvjinr a postmaster, the examinrtion of post-office
officials end the salr ry of post-office officiels ,
belong together. ybu will by interested to ob-
serve the plans underlying articles and reports
that you read.
Better
l-lririnlnp.

Aotivitles
A. Belo'^ is a b«dly jumbled outline for a report on
medieval ca::tl.s, rieerrenge the toxiios acccidirxg to
some lo{-lcol plan, ::>upplj>^ topios if nooessary.
Medievtl Cf' sties
I. What happened when a castle was attacked
!!• How castles came to be built
A. First rerson
D. Second reason
III. The general plan of a castle
A* The moat
B. The donjon
C. The hall
IV • The abuse of castles by bandit lords
B. Here Is finoth-^r outline that chows confu:.ed think-
in^:;, Jhall all the topics be rcitf ined? Or have you
here material for tv/o different roports, one on atti-
tudes to ard immi/;p7; tion, another on lmmif;rction re-
gulations. Can they be combined satisfac borily?
Make e satisfying outline on iciciicrf tion omitting
topics or adding others and rearranging the order
as you think best,
1, Different ideas ooncerninf the restricting
of immigration
2, ivhy iramigrfints come to this country
3, Immigri'tion from the point of viev/ of the
imraif^r^-nt
4# The crgumonts of people who desire unre-
strained iirimigrrtion
5. here immigrants land
6. How immigrants are examined
7. The arguments of people v*ho approve of
restricted immigration
prepare an outline for a report th?: t you may make
orally or in v/riting upon mater irl th? t yo\i have been
studying in some other subject, such as history or
scifjnce. If ^ou are , tudying a foreign language,
your te; Cher in that subject may suggest a topic on
which she T»;ould be glad to have en orel report pre-
sented to the class. Make a careful outline and

prepare the topic for oral presentetlon."'^
rollowing a etory je find presentsd e semple out-
line to serve ae notes for an oral report.
"An outlins or this story Ao-ald look like this:
X« 1 olfe»8 difficulty in taking uebeo
II. His plan
HI. The sentinel's challenge
IV, The attnok
V. ^/olfe's raortal ?/ound
VI. Th6 Ylctory
There in on?- danger in Uolnc such an outline,
you may look at your outline instead of at your
audience. This would he had. You should glance
quickly at your outline from tirio to time to re-
fresh your memory and then look at your audience
while you are tr; Iking.
Ereroise 12
Take riome other incident from ijnericpn history.
Plan the order in ..hich you are ^,oing to relate the
events of your story. Prepare an outline to be used
as a guide in telling; your story to the class."^
After a list of topics upon the f^eneral subject
of manufecturinf', the following directions for location of
information and the use of an outlins are found:
"Suppose you have oelected 'The Making of paper'
as your subject. You knov- that paper is ratde from
rags and wood pulp. You have heard thf t the raw
meteripl is ci'ound and then put tlirough a process in
a big factory thf t enables it to be rolled out into
flat, thin sheets of paper, but you know very little
about the process or the kinds of row material used.
1 Chapman, L, H. , and cook, L. B.
,
Using :jaiglish
.
Book I,
Pages 114-117, Haroourt, Brace Co. 1935
2 Clark, A. M. , and Knox,
,
Op. Git. page 10

You have been asked to give your class, who now
knoM as much as you do about the subject, a com-
plete report of the manufacturing of paper. In
the public library you find the following books
containing chapters on the manuf r cturing of
paper ••••••
It is plain thfit you cannot copy an entire
book •••••• A part of the information you will
have tiiae to copy, end some of it you con remem-
ber; some of it is too hard for you or the class
to understand. You cannot fill in imaginary
material because your report must be accurrte*
V/hat shall you do? The ability to report -veil,
to use good judgment in organizing information
and in telling veil all the important things,
is a great eid to success in any undertaking.
!• Prtjpare cards or cut stiff paper in
three or four inch squares.
2. Number the papers end arrange them
accordin to the logical order of
topics.
3. Toke notes as you read, using one
piece of peper for each topic.
4. 7,ith the help of your notes meke en
outline of topics , not sentences .
Instead of an outline made up of only main
topics, arren^e one of three or four mein topics
end several sub-topics, whenever there ere sub-
topics, there must be two or more. If there is
materiel for only one topic, it can be included
in the main heading.
Example: The Manufacture of paper
I. The First Paper Makers
(a) vasps» Nest
(B) Chinese First Makers
II. Early paper Makers and Raw Materials
(a) ligyptims - plants
(B) Greeks and Romans - parchment from
iikins
(C) United States - 'ood, Hemp, straw.
Cotton, Linen, Rags
III* Processes
(a) Rags
(B) Wood
1. Grindstone Method
2. Chemical Method

64
(C) Speciel Kinds of paper
1* .axed
2, Carbon
3. Blotting^i
"Guides for Giving Reports
1. select an interesting topic.
2» Get informrtion from magazines, "books,
observation, conversation.
3. Organize yoiar material as notes or an
outline.
4* Give accurate, interesting information.
5. Choose illustrations that people will
remeanbor.
6. Talk; don't read the report.
7. Speak clearly, distinctly, correctly.
Manner of speaking
Even though the report you have prepared is
complete and entertaining, you will be unable to
hold the attention of your friends or classmetes
if you are not at ease and if your manner of speak-
ing is not good.
posture
Correct posture gives you ease and poise so
that you can give your attention to whet you are
saying. Try these suggestions;
!• Stand easily but don't slouch.
2. Keep your chin up Just high enough to
look a person squarely in the face*
3. Don»t v/riggle.
4. Don't get the habit of playing with
your rings or putting your hands in
your pockets.
5. Don't lean on a desk.
1 1 Cotner, E., and Bell, J. T:Xfectiva Jrpression in
English, Book II, pages 81-84, Little, Brown and Co.,
I9S5
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"Voice
How would you crtalog your voice? Is it
nasal, muffled, weak, pleasent, or animeted? How
would you rate if you were trying for a position
as redio broadcaster? A newspaper report told
that a test director tried out the voices of two
hundred applicants and hired but three, V.ould
you have been one of the three?
The ideal voice is pitched rather lov/ and
has clear pleasing tones. It is possible to de-
velop such a voice, but not without constant
effort and daily practice.
Enunciation and Pronunciation
Listen to announcers of nation-wide broadcast-
ing chains. They do not rtin their words toget: er,
nor do they say "wuz" for was, "doncher" for don^t
you, "becuz" for because. They pronounce distinct-
ly, making use of the tongue, lips end jaw.
Become critical of your own speech, be alert
to add new ords to your vocabulary, and enunciate
and pronounce each word clearly and correctly,"!
Many of the directions included in the textbooks
are not easily classified, although a certain amount of
siiiilarity may be detected among them. The following quo-
|
tetions serve to illustrate in part this variety of direc-
tion for classroom use of the oral report:
"Use these nine points to guide you in pre-
paring the talk ;
1, v/rite notes on one topic only on each caird;
then arrange the cards in logical order, the first ji
topic on top. Use your notes to guide you in talk-
ing.
1 Tressler, J, C, and Shelmedine, M, , Building Language
Skills. English in i.ction. Book VIII, Pages 63, 64,
D, U. Heath ond Co, 1940

Because you cannot vTlte all the Information
you find in a book, you will need to remember some
of it, therefore read csrefully, jotting down import-
ant points*
3* The report you make must be correct and true
not imaginary.
4. i^void telling so much on one topic thrt you
have no time left for other important topics.
5. Rehearse your talk noticin{! the number of
minutes reo^uired for giving it.
6. If it is too long, shorten it.
7. If it is too short, add more information.
8. Keep your cards in the order in which you
will use them as you talk.
9. Refer to the guide sheets, •Courtesy of
Formal speeches, • and ask someone to criticize the
points •"J-
"1. In preparing your talk consider the follow-
ing questions:
(a.) Thjit ideas at the beginning will catch
the attention of the class?
(b.) How can you give a notion of whet your
purpose is?
(c.) Are yoiir plan and your connectives so
clear that every member can follow you? ?/€\toh
particularly the way in which you lead from one
topic to another.
(d^ Does your conclusion make the class
feel you have done what you promised in the begin-
ning?
2. Let the class be divided into committees,
each committee to consider one of the following
topics:
{a») Distinctiveness of utterances and
pleasantness of voice.
(b.) Ease of posture.
(c.i Beginning and conclusion.
(d.j The plan and the connectives.
(e.) The substance of the talk, including
the career of the man and the service he rendered.
Then the speaker has completed his address, a
student chairman or the speaker himsf;lf may call on
1 Cotner, E. , and Bell, J. V7. , Book I, Op. Cit. Pages 88,

"some members of each committee to criticize the
speech from the point of view of that members com-
mlttee,"!
Voice.— Have you ever noticed that when boys
and girls stand up to recite, especially If they
go to the front of the room and face the class,
they frequently use a loud, unpleasant voice?
V/hen you are called upon to speak, try to use a
pleasing voice. It should be loud enough to be
heard In every part of the room but not loud
enough to be harsh.
Exercise 5
Use just as pleasant a voice as you can.
Spoak distinctly. Stand up . Look at your
audience
The proper order of events.— On the first page
of this book we said that the story about the
snake was told In an orderly way. This Is so im-
portant that we want you to think about It some
more If, In telling your story, you jump
from one thing to another not closely related to
It, your audience will be unable to follow you.
They will then lose all Interest In your story,
you can aid them greatly and at the same time add
enormously to the Interest of your story If you
will arrange your sentences In a natural order .
What does that mean? It means telling first what
happened first. It means telling second what
happened second. It means telling third what
happened third - and so on.
1. Use separate sentences. Do not connect
your sentences by and , and and-er . or and
then .
S. Use a pleasant voice, loud enough, but
not too loud.
1 Miles, Dudley, Op. Clt.
,
Pages 9, 10

"3, Stand erect on both feet.
4. Look at your eudience end talk to thorn
rather than £t them.
5* Arrange your sentences so that events
will follow each other in a natural
order. This will help your audience
to follov/ you without difficulty,
6 • , • •
7 , , ,
,
8, Make good use of your voice by chnnging
your tone and speed to fit the action
of the story,"^
" Delivery, •,«•• You walk deliberately to the
front of the room, face the class, look at your
classmates, - not out of the window or at the ceil-
ing, - and v.hen you feel that the audience is vvait-
Ing for you, begin, Don»t launch forth into your
talk while you are journeying to the front; do not
begin to speak until you are sure tne class is
attentive. Even though you feel nervous and in a
hurry to begin, force yourself to be delibercte.
Stand erect, but not stiffly like a wooden
soldier; and be sure you ere not leaning either on
or against anything. If you assume the bodily
attitude of confidence, the odds ere overv/helming
that you will feel confident. You do not need
to give the title of your talk. That may be
announced by the tencher.
Throughout your talk keep your weather eye
open for these important details:
a. Enunciation ,
b. pronunciation . , ,
.
c. pause , , . . r.
.
d. Variety , «.••••
e. \/ording "2
1 Clark, A, M,, and Knox, J,, Op, Cit,, pages 3-6, 21
2 Davis, R., and Cunningham, V7. H,, op. Cit. Section 149

*»The following fncts have been clearly demon-
strated, have they not? (1) we give telks in
school since doing so is a natural end lifelike
way of reporting
,
instructing?, directing, end ex-
plaining. (2) ,.e try to increase our skill in
doing these things because we know we ere going
to do them to a certain extent all our lives.
Facial FXpression and t^esturea
1. Just es the speaker must keep his voice
froni being monotonous, so also should be avoid
monotony of frcial expression. ciel expression
will naturally vary somev.het v/lth the nature of
whet is being said. If one is really interested,
then changes in expression are sure to occur auto-
mt ticelly. Ho; ever, straining after appropriate
facial expression is just as distasteful to an
audience as woodanness Is.
2. Then people talk Informally with their
friends, they unconsciously use their hands, their
heads, and other parts of their bodies to "back up"
what they ere saying. These same occasional and
altogether natural gestures are also likely to
occur vihen a speaker talks interestedly and en-
thusiastically before an audience, but forced
gestures should be avoided Just as should forced
facial expression."**-
provision for classroom practice of tiie oral re-
port was made in over one-hali of the iinglish textbooks ex-
amined, some provision was made in such a v/ay that time
allotment for practice in the iiHglish period was provided
for or made necessary. In some Instances the situations
for participetion in classroom reporting was scattered
about in disconnected fashion in the texts, while in other
cases the practice was formally organized. These practice
1 3eely, Howard F., Op. Cit. pages 64, 69

situations selected for lllustrstion are intended as ex-
amples Ox the different types to be found with particular
attention to those mentioning or makin^^?; necessary time
allotment for ox^al reporting as part of the classroom pro-
gram*
"In school you hove been accustomed to
making recitations, most of vrhich are shorter
then one thinks of es e trlk; you hove less
often made oral "reports** to the class. These
reports &re short tc^lks rnd should not be the
mere reeding of notes. Outside of school,
people make siuiilcr talks in many v/alks of
life. Men and women in club work and church
work, in professions, in business, even in
essentially social activities, must talk to
their peers with poise and should be able to
do so with eose
After esteblishing tirae limits, as before,-
1. Give a travel talk. Basing it on your
actual ^3xporience or on the imagined experience
v.hich you have gained from re: ding, prepare a
talk that the audience can enjoy,
2. Make a report on a topic in any school
subject. Be sure to be interesting as ^vell as
clear.
3. select information about some fair as
will be valuable to people Y/ho did not attend
it. Try to interest those v/ho did.
4. Make a talk setting forth facts new to
you which you have gained from reading some
book*
In criticizing, the class will be asked to
watch with special care to see if you have ful-
filled the reruirements that you tell enough to
be interesting and clear ."l
1 Hannum, E. C, Speakl ReadI !7ritet . Page 16, Little,
Brov/n and Company, 1935

n"Exercises in the Floor Talk
The Monroe Doctrine. - This topic is well
worth v/hile. The extracts here given coraprise the
original statement of the Monroe Doctrine, and its
later restatement on the part of those who have
been cellod upon by virtue of their official posi-
tion to formulate the attitude of ^iiaerica on this
question. Make any additional notes you please,
and use as lauch or as little as you think best of
what is here presented. Your public library will
afford nuch excellent Eiateriel in the way of books
written on the subject, and especially of its dis-
cussion in the leading magazines.
Use en Outline. - In order to make whet you
write or speak effective, it will be well to pre-
pare a topical outline . This will insure your
sticking to your subject and do av/ay witli the aim-
lessness and incoherence in what you say ,
1. Restate the Monroe Doctrine in fifty v/ords.
write it, and then speak it.
2. Discuss the Monroe Doctrine in a carefully
prepared speech of from two to three minutes.
V/rite this out and learn it."-'-
"Project - Individual Reports
Before the end of the term each pupil will
give a three or four minute talk. After t\Jo weeks
these talks will be called for, a few at a time, at
opening exercises or at other convenient times.
Select a subject in which you are interested,
and get all the information possible in regard to
it by observing , by talking with older people , and
by consulting books . Then think !
Classify your ideas, and make an outline,
select carefully the details you will give under
each topic, provide for a suitable beginning, a
main part that gives the facts in their natural
order, end an appropriate ending. "^
1 Claxton, P. p., and McGuiniss, J., Effective i^llsh ,
page 97, Allyn & Bacon, 1922
Z wohlfarth, J. H., and Mahoney, J. J., Op. Cit. Page 152
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I"Oral Composition
;7hat novel or story-book have you reed that
was interesting? Tell us about it in this way:
!• The time and place v/here the events
oGcur,
2. The characters in order of their import-
ance with a brief description of each.
3, How matters stcind at the beginning.
4» V/hat happens to change thin^:s«
5. Hov/ it all turns out.
Try to tell all this in three or four minutes.
Have a guard on your speech to make it correct. Do
not use and , so , and \7hy too much."^
Following the story of 'The Foolish Fir Tree'
is this class activity:
"Telling stories. Make an outline of the story
of the foolish fir tree. Tell the story to your-
self as you follow the outline. In class you may
place your outline on the board and tell the story
from your outline. "2
"Reporting Interesting and Useful Facts
BimTLLIUM
Although few people have ever heard of beryllium,
this interesting met&l will probably be as v/ell known
and as much used within a fe'.v years as alumintua. To
the men of science beryllium has been familiar for
more than a hundred years, but only as a museum
curiosity. Nov7, however, a new method has been dis-
covered of obtaining it cheaply in a pure state.
This method is so inexpensive that the cost of the
metal will soon be no more than the t of aluminum.
1 sandwick, Richard L., Junior High school English , Book II,
page 113, D. C. Herth & Co., 1920
2 Charters, V/« V/., Cowan, M. , and Betz, H., Book I,
Op. Cit. Page 121
II II

"Beryllima is very much like sliminum, but
much superior to this well-known substrnce. For
one thing, it is about a third lighter. Indeed,
it is so light that a 400 horse-po¥/er airplane
motor made of beryllium can ba carried easily
by one man. Then, it is so much herder than
aluminum that it scratches glass as essily as
dees hard steel. Again, it is four times as
elastic as aluminum. Finally, ?/hile aluminim
corrodes easily on contact with salt T^ater, be-
ryllium is not so affected. This marvelous metal
is light gray in color and takes a polish like
that of high grade steel.
Fortunately, crude, unpurified beryllium is
found in large quantities in many parts of the
world. For years hundreds of tons of it have
been hauled out of feldspar mines in New England
and dumped aside as waste. Since the cost of
purifying this crude material has nov? been enor-
mously reduced, the pure metal will find wide use.
probably all airship frames will be made of it.
Making an Outline.
Class Conversf tion.
1. Can you give the point of the first para-
graph above in one sentence? As you and your
classmates try to do this, let the best sentence
be written on the board opposite the number 1.
2. Do you think that the beginning sentence
of the second paragraph gives the sum and substance
of that paragraph? Does every other sentence in
the paragraph siciply make a more definite state-
ment of the thought of the first sentence? Urite
this sentence opposite the number 2, under the
sentence you wrote for the first paragraph.
3. Write on the board, opposite the number
3, the best sentence you or a classmate can give
for the third paragraph.
The three niunbered sentences give you an out-
line of the report on pege 197, and this outline
will help you remember the report when you give it
in your own words ."^
1 Jeschke, H. J., Potter, M. C, and Gillet, E. 0. Op. Cit
Page 197
1J
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standards of ezcellence in speeking for purposes
of a classroom report were presented primarily in three
forms: in the essay style which includes discussion, des-
cription, or advice not in check list form; in the check
list style; or in form of an illustration. The essay
type of standard is most common and is found scattered
throughout the textual material. The reader is referred
to directions for the oral report previously quoted in
this paper for further examples of the essay standard. Be-
low are two samples which illustrate the variance found in
this style:
"Many good speakers have geined by watching
others. You too may profit by observing girls
and boys who are good speakers, to find actions
that you would wish to emulate."-^
"How to Make a Good Recitation. V/hen you recite
in class, you usually give an explanation in answer
to a question, make a report on an assigned topic,
or take part in a general discussion.
When the teacher asks a question, it is not
merely to test your preparation. The purpose is
also to bring out facts v/hich will interest the
entire class. The questions center about the
special points which need to be eciphasized and
remembered. Members of the class sometimes ask
questions, too, which help to clarify the main
ideas of the lesson, often the teacher's ques-
tions are like a searchlight, darting into
hidden nooks and corners of your memory. Some
half for-gotten fact may be brought out v/hich
will make your recitation stronger.
1 Kirby, T. J., Carpenter, M. F., and Knott, T. A., Pupil
iictivity i^lnglish Series . Book VII, Page 130, Harcourt,
Brace and Co
.
, 1938

"If your teacher asks for a fact or a rule,
give it briefly end clearly. If you are disked
to discuss a topic, exrjlain a circ\imr.tence, or
siuamariz.e a lesson, be orderly and accurete.
If the teacher asks whf t you think about some
subject, ansv7er conversationally. . In
other words, state your opinions frankly and
courteously, using a coraplete sentence and giv-
ing reasons to support your statements. In
clessroora recitations it is taken for granted
that ^ou v/ill use good manners.
Representative of the best standards in the check
list form is the following selection tliat, as the reader may
observe, is a part taken from a detailed selection, the full
quotation of 7yhich does not serve the purpose of this illus-
tration.
"Group Problem 12
A. The class now has before it two lists of
the qualities thct e good talk and a good speaker
possess. Spend a little time comparing and con-
trasting these two lists - the one you organized
in connection with Group Problem 11 and the one
found on the preceding pages. Then discuss the
following questions:
1. Vvhat a dditions do you think should be made
to the list in the book? V.'hy should these
additions be made?
£. \vhc t items do you believe could be omitted
from the book list of (iunlities? "hy?
3. V/het changes do you bolieve should be made
in your class list of qualities after you
have considered those in the book? Why
should these chfinges be made?
B# ^7hQn you have finished considering these
questions decide on a list of desirable character-
istics v;hich you as a cless are going to set up
1 Tenner, . M., & Piatt, F. J., My English , Book I,
Pages 48, 49, Glnn & Co., 1941

*'as a standard for your future oral compositions*
Keep this list well in laind so that it ^illl serve
you in two v^eys: (1) as a fruide I'or your own ttlks;
{'^) as a basis for youi' discussion of each otlier's
talks
.
Code for Critics
The good critic v/ill:
l.CoriiiTiend the speaker on those phases of
his talk that have been especially
successful,
2.Suggest a specific remedy for each fault
that he mentions.
3.Be frank, hut not personal or antagon-
istic,
4.Give his principal attention to really
important matters and not be overly con-
cerned v/ith minor details,
5,Refrain from repeating what already has
been said,
6, Endeavor to avoid, in his ov/n oral com-
positions, the vveaknesses he has pointed
out in the speech of oliiers,"^.
Third of the types of standard, in the form of
textual illustration of the report desired, is shown in
the following selection:
"ORAL COMl^OSITION
Review thoroughly section II of the Review
supplement, and last year's lessons concerned v/ith
limiting the subject, classifying your ideas, and
gaining clearness and force, JJtse the Index for
finding the^ e lessons.
Recalling your personal difficulties, decide
to what points you will give special attention
when preparing your oral composition. This year
1 seely, Howard F., Op. Cit, Pages 70 and 75
I'I
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"should mark rapid f:ro?vth in ell lines of Enf^lish
work, becruse you are now of the age when, under
fevorehle conditions, "both physicr.i end mental
grov7th are rapid,
prepare and give in class a report of the
most interesting book you read during, the long
vacation. perhaps the report that follows will
help you to prepare youi's:
The Most Interesting; Book
I' Read During, the summer
The most interesting book I read this summer
was "The story of My Boyhood and Youth", by John
Muir • It is the story of a poor boy who learned
a great deal about nature and had many interesting
adventures on a lonely 'Wisconsin fRrm. One anec-
dote especially interested me because I too was
nearly drovmed while swimming.
It was the Fourth of July, and John with his
brother David went swimriing in the lake, while a
companion rowed out into deep water to fish. Al-
though John could swill well, he had never ventured
far from shore. He suddenly decided to swim to
the boat, and struck out boldly. somehow he lost
his head and began to sink. This frightened him
and he lost all control of himself. After he had
sunk twice, he was pulled into the boat by his
friend.
This humiliating accident spoiled the day for
them all, and John was thoroughly ashamed of the
unmanly fear V/hich nearly cost him his life. At
night he therefore stole out, jumped into the boat,
and rowed to the middle of the lake where the water
was thirty feet deep. There he stripped off his
clothes, took a herder, and swam around the boat.
He dived over and over again, and each tine he
struck the water, he shouted, "Take that!" as if
punishing himself for his cowardice. Never again
did he 3.0S0 control of himself when swimming.
Many years later, John Muir became a famous
mountain climber, and I imagine that he owed some
of his fearlessness to the lesson he gave himself
that night in his boyhood.

•While the boy who gave this report used his
own words in the mo in, he borrowed from the book
a few phrases that he might otherv/ise not have
used, such as humiliating accident end unmanly
fear . This is the ideal way to build up a vo-
cabulary. This year make a special effort to
increase your stock of words by consciously borrow-
ing words that occur in the books you reed."-**
Material on measures of pupil progress in all
functions of the oral report unfortimately are meagre in the
secondary school English textbooks examined. The two such
measures v/hich are used here are illustrative of the best of
such measures of progress contained in the textbooks
•
"Inventory Test
This test may be given, one uestion at a time ,
if preferred .
1. What would you do upon entering a large and
unfamilif r library from which you wish to
draw books?
2. If you knew the name of the author of a book
but not the exact title of it, hov/ could you
find the book in the catalog?
3. If you knew the title but not the name of the
author what v/ould you look for?
4. If you knew the subject, but not the exact
title of the book or the name of the author,
how could you find it?
5* Draw a rectangle representing a library card
and write in it the usual information con-
tained on a card in a library catalog. Ex-
plain what use you would make of such informa-
tion.
6. rite four points to remember in taking notes
on something that is being read to you.
7. Instead of the follov/ing general subjects for
floor talks compose definite limited titles
pertaining to the Sfime subjects.
Flying (
Cooking (
1 ivohlfarth, J. H., and Mahoney, J. J., Op. Cit. page 179

"8» Take notes while your teacher reeds an infor-
mative article which you have not read. Then
write briefly what you can recall of the infor-
mation, using your notes to help you,
9. v/rite a brief description of a scene from a
play th; t you have seen,
10, Give a floor talk on the book you have read.
You will be checked by your teacher on
voice
posture
articula tion
grammar
choice of subject
thought
interest
orderly arrangement of material
vocabulary"^
"The rules to follow in all oral work in
class are these:
1, Stand erect.
Do not lounge against the desk or any
other object,
2, V/hen you are talking to people, look
at them,
3, En\inciate clearly.
Open your mouth wide enough to let out
the sound of your own voice,
4, pronounce every word correctly,
* henever you meet a neT7 word, learn to
pronoTince it correctly. Get your
friends to tell you whenever you mis-
pronounce a v/ord, so that you may learn
its correct proniinciation,
5, i3peak loud enough to be heard.
Some children have very loud voices.
Others speak in such lo^v tones that they
cannot be heard across the school room,
you can learn to modulate your voice suit-
ably by looking at the person to whom you
are talking, saying to yourself, ! will
speak just loud enough for him to hear me
distinctly,'
1 cotner, E, , and Bell, J, V/,, Book II, Op. Cit. page 69
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^6. Speak without helting.
V/hen you are preparing a story to tell in
cIlss, haTe cle: rly in r.iind v:h t you •visli
to say, I{f3peat it to yours olf until you
can tell it v.ithout hesitating.
7, Do not use too rriany andl*s and v.'oil's .
The habit can be cured in the samo way in
v/hich heltint: speech is cured.
8. Do not tPlk too fast.
If you trlk too fast, you exe likely not to
be understood unless youi' pronunciation and
enunciction are particularly good.
Exercise. For tonorrow, you moy ^^r^de your-
self on each of the eight points just discussed.
One girl I know graded herself Good in 1, Fair
in 2, Good in 3, poor in 4, yoor in 5, (because
her voTce mis too loud and high) , Good in 6,
poor in 7, and I'oor in 3. On ^.vhct should she
v/ork perticulcrly to iiaproYc her spoech? \,liat
ought you to work on to improve yours?**!
The preceding quoted material ttken from the
secondary school linglish textbooks examined for this paper,
does not present a complete picture of the contents of
these books. Ho^vover, these selections do serve to
Illustrate the types of material TJhich are available in
the English textbooks in use in the oecondary f^radoc of
the public schools concerning the subject of the classroom
oral report.
1 Charters, W. W., Co ;an, E. M. , and Betz, H., Op. Cit.
pages 30 - 32
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T
AITALYSIS OF SURVEY RISULTS
The one hundred and thirty textbooks chosen fop
critical analysis in this study were selected, os formerly
mentioned, according to current usoge v^ithout regerd for
the date of puhlicf tion other than the limitation that the
date must not be earlier then 1920 or later than 1942, This
restriction of dates of publioetion was mede following en
examination of the City of Boston, List of Authorized Text-
books , for the years 1941 and 1942, which indie r ted that
very few of the English textbooks now in use were published
before the year 1920 or later than 1942.^*^ The following
table demonstrates the chince grouping of the textbooks ex-
amined, in reference to the dates of publication of each.
Table 1.
a M
<f
? <> , -t:
^ >i
'
-5
V
1
1 ¥ / J? t5' r 6' 4 d / / d
1 List of uthorizod Textbooks, School Document No. 7-1941,
Boston Public . ohools. City of Boston Printing Department
2 List of . ut orized Textbooks . Boston Public schools.
City of Boston lrintin{: Department, 1942

As laentioned under the discussion of I tarn 1 of tlie
check list in pert III, sinco the number of books per year
of publication is en uncontrolled factor, no final conclusions
may be drawn in regard to trends or indications of interest
In material concerning the oral report as evidenced by the
scatter of dcta In the followin£ table# Bearing in r^ind
this qualifying factor, it may be of interest to note com-
parisons in some inst'-mces, between data for books from 1920
to 1935 and corresponding data from 1936 to 1942, In other
cases Y/here there is little appreciable difference shown in
time relationship, the comper? tive notations for the two
periods is not included. The first of the trends is indi-
cated by the grouping of data, wliich appears belov/, in \7hich
it is displayed that approximately an equal percentage of
ell books examined, both prior to and following 1935, in-
cluded no mention of the olessroom report in either oral op
written form.
in this table, Y:hen \;he tabulations for the yeers
from 1920 to 1935 are compared v;ith those from 1936 to 1942,
the figures indicate thrt the trend in these later years is
to increase the amount of oral report over the amount of
written report included in the texts. In the earlier period
we find that 5,2 per cent more books contain viritten rethep
than oral report materiel, while in the more recent of the
time division there are 2,8 per cent more books :hich con-
tain more oral thnn written report material. It \.ill be of

benefit to le&rn, either through classroom experi: mentation,
observation or ftirther textbook study -.vhether this some
trend is noticeable in other books and in sctual school
practice.
Table 2.
Di5+
€.^
Tot ^ /
6 v&l
l9€.pc v-fc-
T<5-t ^1
Tex-t: bcot^
Wr 1-fc.tev;
^7 46
There have been noted two increases in the nuraber
of books containing materiel about the oral report center-
ing about certain dates which Is illustrated in the table
which follows. The more recent of these emphases on the
content inclusion of oral end written report may in part
be due to the publication of An :d5qperienoe Curriculum in
English
,
by the National Council of Teachers of ii^iglish
in 1934, in ^.hich oral iiinglish was stressed as being of
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particular importenoe in the cctivities program.
Table 3.
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The reiider is requested to turn to Table III
v/hich was constructed to demonstrate the pei^ccntege rela-
tionship of all books containing materiel on, or mention
of the oral report and of the written report in the oless-
room situr.tlon. It will be observed that, in eleven of
the tv.enty-three divisions by years, t enty-one of ,.hich
contain tabulations of one or more reference books, the
percentage of books having both oral end v/ritten report
material is identical. This fact would suggest that
approximately one-half of the books v/hich contain material
1 EatfleLd, W., i:ditor, a ctivities of the curriculum
Commission of the Nt-tional Council of Teachers of -iiglish.
An Lixperience Curriculum in ^'n^lish . Monograph No. 4, 1934,
Appl^^^on Century Co.

on tJie oral form of report also contain reoognition of or
materiel on the written form of report. It wa^ found thet
I
In foiir of the divisions by dates thet the percentage of
,
books containing material on the oral report is greater
i,
than those of the same year v-hich have mt teriel on the
written report, while in five of the year intervals, the
reverse is true. The follo\/ing chart presents a summary
ii
ji of the percentages noted for the total number of books under
I
each of the headings noted as compered to the one hundred
I I and thirty textbooks studied.
I
Table 4.
T6t an TcK-khctik-s
No
Texthooks
To-f6 1
Vt/rlt-tevi
U
of particular interest is the trble which follows,
compering the number of ]iinglish textbooks designed for use
in the iienior High bchool v/ith the iinglish textbooks intend-
ed for Junior High jichool grade placement. The flgtires

would indicate that, despite the favorable trend noticed
In the inclusion of a greater amount of materiel on the
oral report in the upper grt de iiHglish texts in recent
years, the High school English textbooks on the whole con-
tain a larger proportion of written then of orel report
material. This outcome substr!ntietes the Vi^rious opin-
ions end conclusions ezpressed in part I, that emphasis
in the senior High ichool remrins upon the v/ritten means
of expression, although there is an increase of attention
to the oral report. It should prove o most informative
study to compare sinilarly organized data for the middle
grade iJiglish textbooks, to learn whether correspond-
ing decrease in oral classroom situations exists in the
textual material for the grades from third to sixth.
Table 5.
Tevt baaks
l^-X-fc tea 1?^
brill Import-
Te,x-fe-b<J aK^
M/r/** e. V\
a a I
HI •sr.
h is ^1
second of the tobies concerning the comparison
of the books exfuuined, which were found to contain material
on the oral and written report, demonstrates the relation-
ship of the or- 1 and written report materials of ^Tunlor
I
High school texts with tho^e of the senior High school.
This table coiaperea first, tho nunbor of books which
contain materiel on the oral roport ..ith the totel number
of books containing material on both written and oral
forms of the report in each of the two school divisions.
Secondly, it compares the ntunber of books including men-
tion and material on the written report with the total
number of books containing material on both oral end
TOitten forma of the report separotely for the Junior
and Senior High school grade levels. Again it may be
noted that the per cent of books cont? ining v/xitten re-
port material is some v/hat larger in comparison to the
number of books containing material on the oral report,
in the senior than in the Jlmior High school group. How-
ever, as this chert discloses, compered to the total number
of books of each grade division v/hioh contain written and
oral report subject mr^ttor, the difference bet'vveen the per
cent of the oral end the per cent of the written report on
both grade levels does not exceed 10 per cent. It is
possible that the underlying cause of this equality of
distribution is that the authors who included mention of
one form of the report also included the other of the two
forms of report for the classroom activity. '^e may con-
clude also, basing our conclusion upon the evidence as
shovm In tfbles 5 and 6, that the authors of the Junior

Higli ijCiiool texts have gree-ter familiarity with and more
sympathy for the emphasis upon oral iiinglish practices of
the grede school, than do the authors of the senior High
School textbooks. It may also be true that the tradition
of the college preparatory curriculum, as v;g11 as the use
of the v.Titten foria of the business report in the conmer-
cial school curriculum, may account in part for the empha-
sis placed upon the written report observed in the Senior
High school ]<:nglish texts.
Trble 6.
1
Fi»c<?Yncv\-t
T<e,x-t b « a
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The following data were compiled to make possible
further comparison of ma.teriels in the textbooks concern-
ing the oral and written report for classroom use. Com-
plete tabulfitions for each book appear on Table IV. Below
l8 a summery of the total number of pages of text conte-ln-

ed in the one hundred emd thirty books v-hich were examined
for this study. This number is compared v^th the total
number of pages of meterial on reports, and thene in turn
divided into the total number of pages of oral report and
the total number of pages on written report. It is dis-
covered that of the total number of pages of textual mat-
erial in these English textbooks, scarcely 3 per cent con-
cern the classroom report. of the 2.53 per cent of
textual m£<ttcr concerning reporting, 1.51 per cent deals
with the written form of the report, vmlle only 1.02 per
cent applies to the oral form of the classroom report.
Table 7.
NuiY>6eV-
Book's
To^^ /
Kiy»nbev of
fi-Y dth* To-taf To-t4l
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The data concernine the numerical tabulations
of pages of text, pages of oral and of \"'ritten report were
also arrf.nsed according to grade levels of tho textbooks

examined; forty-one books being designed for use in the
senior Higli School end eighty-nine recommended for Junior
High school plGcement, and mey be seen in deteil on Table
V« As shown in the s\unmerizing table which follov/s, the
senior High school English textbooks show a proportionate-
ly greater amount of space devoted to the function of re-
ports than do the Junior High School books. Hov/ever^
there are more pages proportionately devoted to the oral
report in the Junior High school than in the senior High
school, although in ell of the books on both school levels,
we may note a larger amount of space given to written than
to oral report.
Table 8.
Total
fioMb^y of
TeJt
tot a/
Of PdgfS-
Tot-a 1
41 14?
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Prerequisite to satisfactory educational planning
of a school program is the recognition of aims for the

activity v/hlch is to be undertaken. A clear stetement
of such aims is helpful, not only to those who formulate
the plans, but to the teacher who must carry out the pro-
gram of instruction in the classroom. It would not seem
unreasonable to suppose that in the construction of an
Sngllsh textbook for classroom use, the author would in-
clude some mention of his aims which might serve the teach-
er as a guide to interpreting the text. Each of the English
textbooks examined for this pcper was studied for mention of
an objective for the use of the material on the oral report
included in the text. The results of this particular in-
vestigation are tabulated below. It was discovered that
87.3 per cent of the books .;hich contain some mention of
oral report in the text had no discoverable objectives for
this activity stated in the text, introduction or preface.
Of the eighty-seven books containing oral report material,
only 12.6 per cent included reference to aims v/hich applied
in any way to the oral report for use in the classroom.
As was formerly mentioned and illustrated in part IV of
this paper, those objectives found in the textbooks, on
the whole, were vague or entirely too general to be of
specific aid in classroom interpretation of the author's
purpose. It v/ould be difficult to discern ?/hether refer-
ences to objectives for the oral report material included
in the texts is omitted deliberately, as being non-essential.

or beoLUse the author hod no definite aims for this ma-
terial. The lack of information concerning objectives
for the oral report material which is included in th©
teztbooks would seem worthy of the consideration of ed-
ucators • The full tabulations concerning the results
of the ezemination of the English teztbooks for object-
ives for the oral report are found on Table VI • The
summary follov/s.
Table 9.
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To avoid any possible injustice in criticiz-
ing the English textbooks adversely for the proportion-
ately small number of these books v/hich contain stated
objectives, as evidenced in the preceding table, it was
decided that a comparison of these percentages should
be made according to the date of publication of all books
It
examined before and including 1935, and from 1936 to
1942. Educational standards, particularly in regard
to textbook construction and teaching methods with em-
phasis upon the daily lesson plan, have shown a merked
change in the last twenty-three years. Therefore
it may not be wholly Justifiable to judge earlier pub-
lications by present day standsirds of excellence. Never-
theless, all books which were examined are in present
day use as classroom texts or as teacher references.
If they are to be accepted as satisfactory for such
current use, they should compare favorably by our pre-
sent day standards with modern publications. The study
cf comparative data for the earlier and later publications
indicates a slight increase of 3.2 per cent additional
books which do not contain objectives in the more recent
period over the earlier books published to and including
1935. It might be of interest to discover whether this
indie e ted trend, v/hich vvould suggest that more of the
present day books contain objectives stated clearly for
their content material, is true of texts other than
those in the English field. Certainly the statemBnt
of objectives for the whole text or for its parts is a
desirable feature and is of particular use to the school
system as an aid to selection of texts, and to the teacher

for making appllcotlon of the text to the classroom prrc-
tioe.
Table 10.
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Topics appropriate for the making of en oral
report abound in every content subject of the school
curriculum. It was believed that any thorough course,
however brief, in oral reporting v.ould contain some
suggestions to the pupil which would guide him in selec-
tion of subject matter for his report. Conae uently
the examination of the textbooki'. included notation of
content or lack of such material which would provide
subjects or situations to serve as a guide to the pupil
in choosing the topic for his oral report. Fcr the
sake of brevity, ell subject lists or suggested situa-

tions v/hich provide for subject mt tter suitable for reports,
are included under the heeding of suggested situr. tions for
oral reports. Materials included range from a single toplo
to several pages of cuggestions to the pu,)il, as was shown
In Fart lY when samples of several tjTpos of suggestions
were included aiiong the illustrations of textual matorial,
Ttble Yll records the detailed results of the investigation
of the Ijiglish textbooks for topics suitable for oral reports
AS may be observed in the following summaiizing table, the
majority of English textbooks of the entire number of texts
which do have mention of or metorial on the oral report, in-
clude topical suggestions,
T.^ble 11.
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In a comparison of the proportion of English text-
books containing sug, ested topics for report, as dis-
covered in books published between 1920 and 1935, and
those published during or after 1936, it was revealed
that among the more recent publications there were fewer

in proportion which contfined topics for reports than
there were in the earlier publi^iied textbooks. The chen^^e
in qu^-ntity of topical suggestions in the later texts may
be attributed in part to an altered style of presentation
of material which is designed to lead the pupil to dis-
cover his own topics from a few suggestions r: ther than
to give him a list from v/hich to make his choice.
Table 12.
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For classification, directions to the pupil and
teacher alike were separated into three divisions which
are explained under the item analysis, part III of this
paper. Complete data may be found in the first section
of Table VIII. From the tabulations \mder the three
items concerning directions, it was noted that more than
half of the lilnglish textbooks studied included directions
for classroom use. That 14 per cent more books contained
directions of one or the other of the types of directions
than included no mention of directions for classroom appli-
cation is demonstrated on Table 13, the first part. on

the second pert of this teble it is indicetod thet ei lergep
mimbor of books contain the informel or less i ell organized
typo of direction than include the formal, or better organ-
ized type of direction.
Table 13.
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For a further examination of data concerning the
formal tnd informel types of directions for the oral report,
Te.ble 14 was constructed to allow comparison of the propor-
tion of the number of books containing no direction, as v/ell
as those books showing the tv/o types of direction which are
mentioned above. Most noteworthy of the differences is
the increase in the per cent of the formal, or the organized
style of direction, in the more recent period of publication

including 1936 through 1942, These figures v/ould suggest
that the newer Enfjlish textbooks tend on the whole to show
improvement over the earlier publications in the number of
books which omit directions v/hich is smaller, while there
is an increase of the formally organized direction as com-
pared v/ith the informally organized directions in the more
recent period of publication.
;
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A skill is acquired through use of such skill in
a practice situ tion. Description of a desired skill and
directions for acquiring it aid in establishing an under-
standing and appreciation of the skill end its value. Yet,
such information is of little vjorth unless provision is made
for frequent practice of the skill, whatever it may be.

Only through continupl praotico upon q type-vriter does the
typist become dexterous; tho nuslcien spends long hours
daily, practicing upon his instiniment; so also must the
pupil in school practice the skills v/hich he needs for
success in school partioipr.tion and in later llfe» The
process of preparing and giving an oral report requires
the integration of several distinct skills v/hich have el-
reedy been enumerated in pert I of this study. Briefly
they are: the skills necessary to locate end read compre-
hensively information upon the topic chosen for report;
the skills for organizing the material prepcr tory to mak-
ing a classroom report; and the speech skills necessary to
mak. the oral presentation acceptable. Strength in these
skills, which are fundamental to the giving of an oral re-
port may best be established in the classroom situation
which allows opportunities for the practice of selecting
topics, locating informetion, organizing notes and making
reports. The eighty-seven English textbooks examined,
which were found to contain material on, or mention of the
function of the oral report, were studied to learn what,
if any, provision was made in these books for such class-
room practice activities. Detailed study is recorded in
the second section of Table VIII. As may be seen in the
table which follows, more than half of the books xieve
found to contain some mention of or situitions alloY/ing
the practice of the classroom report. This table also

reveals th&t the more ini'ormal type of practice provision
is found more frequently than the formal practice, Tims,
although in the majority of the books exaniined, v/e find
allowance for classroom practice of the skills of oral
reporting, many of the authors of these textbooks are found
to rely largely upon the arrengeiaents nede by the teachers
in their employment of the book for prrctice in the class-
room period.
Table 15.
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The results as seen on the table which immediate-
ly follows, concerning provision for classroom practice
of the oral report, ere rather startling. They indicate
that a larger per cent of the more recently published EJig*
lish textbooks, which contain some mention of oral report-
ing, have no provision for classroom practice than have
the earlier publicctions. However, we may note that
there is a slightly greater pereentege of recent publica-
tions having organized practice provisions than under the
I
earlier published texts of the corresponding item. Thus
776 may asstcis, that although, the figures indicate, that of
the books studied e smeller per cent of the more recent
studies contain provision for classroom oral report, among
thf t material T/hioh is present, a larger percjntr.ge of weil-
orgsnized practice is found as compared to ort^enized prac-
tice provision in the books of the 1920 to 193b period.
Table 16.
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The results of the study of time allotment for
classroom practice made by authors, including any specific
mention of length of report, time for class recitation,
as well as situations demanding that time be allowed in
English period, is compared in the following table with a
similar tabulation of material upon practice provision
for the oral report in the classroom. The comparing is
done in more detail on Table VIII, section 3. That tine
II
allotments correspond exc otly in nineteen oases out ol* the
tv/enty-ttiree v^hich are given aooording to year of publica-
tion, with data on practice provision in the texts for
those years, au^^^gesta a comiaundable consistency v^ithin
the textbooks It may be noted that only those books
which contain mention of oral report were tabulated for
time allotment. Of this total number only fifty-four, or
62 per cent of the books ellov^ time in the classroom period
for the giving of oral reports.
Table 17.
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To better illustrate comparison of all data con-
cerning the inclusion in the imglish textbooks of materials
on directions for the oral report, practice provision for
the oral report end time allotment for classroom uce of the
oral report, Table VIII was constructed. Below is a
grouped summary in tabulated form of this more complete
table, parts of which immediately precede this table. The
provision within the texts for directions and practice
provision for the oral report are seen to be very similar

fop the total number of textbooks examined. Under the list-
ing of no time allotment for classroom practice, we find
only three more books than under the corresponding heading
of no practice provision. To explain this apparent incon-
sistency, in vvhich three more books are shown to omit time
allotment for practice than the total number of books which
omit practice entirely, the wxiter has included three books
as belonging in the listing of organized practice provision
in v/hich the author ignored the time factor for classroom
practice. These books contain merely mention of the value
of practice with no arrangements for classroom participation
in oral reporting other than this mention. Hov/ever, the
fact that these authors recognize and stated that there
should be classroom use of the report, made it seem advis-
able to remove the books in question from the classification
of no practice provision.
Table 18.
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The data cited above was compared also to dis-
cover any trends which might be indicated when the eighty-
seven books containing oral report material were grouped
according to date of publication before and after 1935, It
was discovered that the more recently published textbooks,
from 1936 to 1942, shou approximately equal distribution;
40 per cent of the books containing no directions, compared
with 42 per cent containing no practice provision, a differ-
ence of only 2 per cent. Under the heading of formal
directions we find 14 per cent of the books did contain
this type of direction, and that 12 per cent of the books
contained organized practice provision, again a differ-
ence of but 2 per cent. Informal directions and unor-
ganized practice provision were found to be contained in
exactly the same number of books, making 46 per cent of
the total of fifty books studied for the 1936 to 1942
period* The books which failed to mention or include
material for time allotments in the classroom period
numbered twenty, or 40 per cent of the total, which corres-
ponds exactly to the nimber of books which contain no dir-
ections for oral reporting in the same 1936 to 1942 group.
The earlier publications demonstrate little stability
for these data. A study in which the number of books
per year of publication is a controlled factor would be
necessary before further analysis of the results of this

paper could "be made. Tho figures of the precent study-
do not reveal any significant trends or grouping as the
result of examination of the following table.
Table 19.
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Strmderds of excellence for the u^e of the pupil
to serve es guides for his oral report were divided into
three groups for study; first, mention or description of
standards in essay form; second, the standards in the form
of a check list; third, the standards in the form of an
illustration. iis apperrs on the suuimarizing table below
and in the complete Table IX, neerly one-half, or 46.2 per
cent of all the books containing mention of oral report
contained no mention of sosndards by which the student may
be guided in constructing end delivering his own report.
The other fi^^res are self-explanatory, showing that 30.7

per cent of the books contcin tlie first type of standard;
14.2 per cent of the books conteln the second type of
standard, while only 8.8 per cent of the books contain
the third type of standard.
Table 20.
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Books published bet.veen 1920 and 1935, end 1936
and 1942, were tabulated for purposes of comparison of
standards as discussed above. Table Si hlch follov;s re-
veals that of the latterly published books a larger pro-
portion contain standards of ell three types then in the
earlier published books. The greatest Increase of 5.8 per
cent ie found in the type of standard which is largely
descriptive.
Table 21,
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v^lth the progress made in eduoc.tlonal testing in
the last twenty-five years, all persons concerned with edu-
eatlon are becoming more aware of the value of tests as
teaching aids as well as measuring instruments. The pre-
test followed by frequent check-tests serves to help the
pupil discover his own weaknesses and strengths* A well
constructed test may act as a summary of important points
taught, may serve as a basis for a class discussion, and
may serve the teacher In many other ways. It was planned,
for purposes of analysis of the English textbooks for oral
report material, that each should be examined for three
separate items concerning tests: no measures of progress,
pre-test measures of progress, and final measures of pro-
gress. However, so little material on tests referring
to the oral report was found in the textbooks that only
two group divisions were made for tabulation, simply the
Inclusion or lack of inclusion of tests. Measures of pro-
gress, as used in this paper, include any type of checking,
criticism or tcjsting which is suggested within the textbook
as being useful in determining pupil needs for self-improve-
ment, or pupil growth in the function of making the oral
report.
Table 22.
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As In the former discussion of objectives it wes
decided thft since the stress placed upon tests in modern
education is a comparatively recent development, It might
be considered important thst a separate study be made of
the books published in recent years. Table 23 compares
the 1920 to 1935, and 1936 to 1942 data concerning measures
of progress. The trend noticed from classroom observation
and other sources for the inclusion of more testing in the
classroom is discovered to be exerting slight influence
upon the more recently published texts in li^nglish. As a
study of Table X will reveal, five of the eight books con-
taining such measures were included between the yeors 1938
and 1942 • This would substantiate the conclusion that an
increase in the use of measures of progress is indicated
from this study of English textbooks designed for Jtiniop
and senior High School use.
Table 23.
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one hundred and thirty secondary school English
texthooks were examined to discover the place of the oral
report in modern textbooks. All books selected for the
study were published bet.;een the dates of 1920 and 1942,
and are in use in the public schools of the City of Boston
and vicinity, either for teacher reference or as classroom
texts.
It was discovered that of the total number of
pages of textual material, only 2.53 per cent is devoted
to the function of the classroom report in both the written
and the oral form. Of this total percentage of material
on reports, 1.51 per cent deals v.ith the v/ritten report
while only 1.02 per cent concerns the oral report. In the
period from 1936 to 1942 there is en increase of 5.7 per
cent in the amount of oral report material over the 1920
to 1935 period. It was found also that in the more recent
publiortions there is present 2.8 per cent more oral than
written report material. Among the earlier published books
there is a 5.2 per cent greater amount of vTitten than of
oral report material, which would suggest an increased
emphasis upon the oral report in the English textbooks
published since 1935.
J(I
i /
I
I
T;lien the total xmabor of senior High L;ohool
books nre oois^ered to the number of Junior High ^>ohool
texts for content laz^toriel on tho orel end the TTrltten
report » it is lotrned thQt amon^ the junior High :johool
texts 4 #5 per oent more books contain toriel on the oral
report than on the vvritton foim, while in the senior High
school tazts 1S«£ per cent more books contain material on
the written th&n on the oral report* A comparison of
the number of pages of text devotod to tho t\%t> forms of
report within the senior and Junior Hich school books,
substantiates the rindlnc that more emphasis in the senior
Hi^ school texts is pi? oed upon tho v/ritten than on the
oral report, while the reverse is true for books on the
Junior High school level.
Of the ei£^ty-8evQn books containing some men-
tion of m&terial on the oral report, epproxim^^tely ons
seventh contfiinod stated objectives which applied to the
oral report material within the texts • A further study
revealed that there is a slight increase in the proportion
of books recently published which contain stated objectives
for the oral report.
A majority of the books, 79.3 per cent cont in
succ^sted situations or topics about which reports may be
made. More than half, 57.4 per cent, of thoae books
contoined some manner of direction for the classroom report.
Provision for the cl&ssroom practice was made in 65 per
I
cent of the books. Consistent with such provision, 6E pep
cent included some form of time allotment for classroom prac-
tice of the oral report. Thone fi^;ures substantiete the con-
clusion that over half of the eighty-seven iijnglish textbooks
containing oral report material have e uniform, threefold
program on the classroom oral report.
Standards of excellence in the oral report for
student use were found in 53.7 per cent of the eighty-seven
texts. It was noted in a comparison of the texts published
prior to 1935 with thoi;e published after that date, that of
the books more recently published 11.2 per cent more in-
cluded such standards.
only 9.1 per cent of the eighty-seven books con-
teinin£; oral report material included some type of measure
of progi'ess in the oral report, it comparison of the books
by dates of publication reveals that a gain of 1.9 per cent
of the recently publijhed textbooks do have such measures.
In general this study has led to the conclusion
that more emphasis is being placed upon a .ell rounded pro-
gram of teaching the oral report as presented in the second-
ary school English texts, although less then tv/o per cent of
the total pages are devoted to the oral report. In the text-
books designed for use in the Jimior High school there is
more emphasis upon the oral form of the report, while in the
textbooks designed for use in the senior High school there is
greater emphasis on the T/ritten than on the oral report.
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